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Early-morning fire
Four off-campus residents have found themselves without
a home for some time after an earlv morning blaze in Hunter s
Ridge.
The fire at 1317 Bradley Drive occurred sometime before 4:30
Sunday morning. Damage to the townhouse is estimated to be
$75,000 to $85,000, Police Chief Larry Shifflett said.
He said two of the occupants, JMU students Daniel Anderson
and Patrick Montalvo, came home early Sunday morning and
discovered smoke coming from one of the bedrooms.
The cause of the fire is still under investigation. "We have no
idea what caused the fire," Shifflett said.
Two of the residents were not home at the time of the fire, and
no one was injured.
— from staff nportt
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Lett: The townhouee at 1317 Bradley Drive
ablaze before sunrise. Middle: The current
state of the residence's backyard Uttered with
charred pieces. Above: The home's front door
still sealed off.

Professor
researches
sponsors
■Y Jin YAWORSM
ffltfl IvJUTEK
NASCAR's fan base is increasing by millions
each year, continuing to grow full throttle as its thrill
is zooming beyond original regional boundaries ,in,i
attracting people of all ages across the nation.
The phenomenon of high attendance and loyal fell
base is appealing to corporate sponsors everywhere.
Millions of steadfast fans watch their favorite driver's
car covered with product logos for 200-plus laps,
and companies are looking to lake advantage ol the
assured airtime their ads will receive on broadcast
satellite, and cable television.
This is why I SPY I IN, Catorade and Home
Depot have turned to Lam DeCaris, JMU associate
professor and Sport and Recreation Management
Program coordinator. DeCaris conducted a studv
designed to help corporate sponsors determine the
value of their sponsorship among NASCAR tans
According to DeCaris, the study will establish the
perception of their product name amid fans and
, help them get the most out of their money.
"It's legendary for fans to be extremely loyal to
NASCAR, but if they're unaware of who sponsors
the driver, then it doesn't mean anything," DeCaris
said. "I wanted to separate fact from fiction."
According to DeCaris, whose job at I ML includes
nieasunng sport sponsorship, he began the study in
December 2(XVJ after receiving $55,00(1 from ESPN,
UPS, Catorade and Home Depot to help with his
research With 200 survey items. IVC.ans and several JMU students called on a sample size of 1,000
avid NASCAR fans to compile data.
I M ,ans said he presented the information to
each of the four companies' marketing and research
teams so thev OOUld easily understand the data in
regards to their products. Many of the corporate
sponsors that have been advertising with the sport
for many years have recently had "sticker shock" -is
the price of sponsorship increased along with the
rising popularity of NASCAR, causing them to have
to walk away from their sponsorship, DeCaris said
ftttl itlnr i, .mpanies that have stuck around and
continue to advertise are wondenng if the high price
of (heir sponsorship is worth it. That's what I help
them decide. I help them figure out the true value of
their sponsorship among the fans," DeClaris said
ACCDfdiflg ICI iVt.ans, (us studv can provide a
third party validation tor the companies. We just \.U<
the research and we don't spin the results for them,"
he said. "There's either value in their sponsorship or
there's not. But after we do the research, the numbers speak for themselves."
Catorade has already put DeCaris's research
into use. said Catorade's Director of Sports
Marketing Jeff Urban. Urban, is a JMU graduate,
said the study has further solidified Catorade's
opinion of the large effect motor sports can have
on their business.
"The JMU study, combined with our existing
research, will continue to drive our marketing tactics
tor our motor sports plan," Urban said
Brad Poult spvrts marketing, graduate assistant, has been helping DeCaris with his stud\ since
the beginning of the semester loust said DeCaris
tapped into the right market with NASCAR bocauaa
the whole nation is Ivginning to follow the sport
and it is quickly losing its old stereotypes of only
having southern, t onset valive male tans
"NASCAR has done | good |ob diwrsihmg
MS SPONSOR, pap ft*

Family Weekend here once again
BY DREW LLPP

wmroi
This weekend will be different than most
weekends as families pour into llarrisonburg
to spend time with their JMU student for
Kiniilv Weekend
The school will host a $22 per person dinnerat
D-halt, store cash registers around llarrisonburg
may ring more than usual and come nighttime
the streets will be a little quieter, because more
families than usual will be in town
The Office of Parent Relations has been planning the events fof Family Weekend, formerly
Parents Weekend, rinCC earlv lebruarv. Director
of Parent Relations Sherry King said the JMUplanned events stay very similar cverv year.
I hese events include various athletic events,
the Cala Dinner at D-hall, the Pops Concert and
academit reieptions.
The football game has beCfl the most popular

e\ent this year, as tickets for the game against
Maine sold out in August.
Tickets for the Gala Dinner at D-Hall, which
features a menu consisting of grilled salmon,
herb rotissene chicken, prime rib and snow crab
legs, are also sold out.
King said although it is designed for everyone,
nan) of the families taking part in this weekend's
events have freshman students at JMU.
It was freshman Sarah Berry's parents' idea
to make the drive down from Boston to visit
her for Family Weekend this year because "It's
my freshman vear, and that's what it's designed
for," Bern' said. During their visit she said thev
plan on going to the football game, to dinner
and taking a look around campus.
Not everyone is interested in (amiI) weekend r-reshman Chris Sisk, of New Orleans, said
his parents will not be visiting this weekend.
When he last saw his parents, it was both his
first day of college classes, and also the day

Hurncane Katrina touched the Gulf Coast His
parents are now back in New Orleans. "My
parents won't be coming. It really doesn't matter. Ifs too far for them, and gas prices are too
high," he said.
Junior Adam Swartz of Harrisonburg, has
never participated in Family Weekend. "Ita mdifferent than any other weekend, because I'm a
townie," he said.
Around town, Harnsonburg businesses may
see an increase in sales. Elaine Hurst from Oasis,
which offers artwork of local artists, said, "We do
see more people coming in anytime JMU has a
special event. Everything we have is unique, and
that's kind of nice for parent's out of the area."
On the other hand, Kathleen Kraft, owner
of gift item store The Laughing Dog, has been
around for about 15 Parents Weekend She said
she does see families walking around downtown,
but the effect on business is marginal. "Some
people go to where they're used to," she said.

SafeRides ready to go
BY Al IISON GOSSETt
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The SafeRides program will begin
serving JMU students this weekend,
providing rides from 10 p.m. to 3 a.m. on
Friday and Saturday nights. Six cars will be
tion to pick up students in need of
a nde home.
Whether a student has had too much to
dnnk or their nde has left, students can present the SafeRides dnver v\ ith their |AC Card,
and the student is guarantts-d a nde home.
The pmgram will provide rides to
JMU students only, and will not be driving
passengers to anvwhere other than their
n'sidence. One feature of the transportation
service If that it is free of charge. Senior John
Robinson, executive director of SafeRides,
explained the purpose* of the pmgram.
SafeRidaa is designed to make the JMU
Minimumt\ saler bv pnwiding free, reliable
and safe rides to students without transportation or incapable of driving due to a number ol circumstances," Robinson said.
1 he program has been in the works for

SGA senator resigns
I*I MARIA NOSAL

SGA fiPtmiR
Citing a conflict of Internal ons
senator resigned Irom her position
during luesdavl Sanati meeting.
Junior Stephanie Cenco sees her
position as a senator to In- countera(
tne to her role as student representative to the Hoard ol Visitors
■ I he
student
representative
should SSTVS the entire student body,
and should not be formal I v connected
to the largest student advoeacv group
on CampUS," l.en.osaid.
"I think this is best, as I work to
promote the position a autonomy and
efficacy to a level it should have been
■I vears ago, t ,eiuo mntmued
During the meeting, the BGA

decided BO continue to trv to increase
voter registration tor the Virginia
state elect ion. Director of Government
Relations vear Beth Rudolph said
the SGA will be setting up voting
tables in ISAT, Showker Hall and
the commons all week to collect and
distribute forms I hey also will show
a film in Crafton-Stovall Iheatre at
H p.ni on Man* Oct. II that shows
the gubernatorial candidates ms* aping questions about higher edueation
fmm a forum that thev participated
in earlier last month.
I he senate also sent a contingency
bill to the finance office I he bill was
fmm the Double Reed Club requesting $2,11)1) to have professional musieians teach |Ml students, as well as
junior and high school students.

almost three years now. It all began when
the group's founder, JMU alum Lvndsev
Walter-Tnomas, was inspired by the
Carpool pmgram at Texas A&M University,
and began approaching people about beginning a similar program at James Madison.
Since then, its members have organized a
number of fund raising events to get this
pmgram up and running.
Fund raising has included a date suction, selling T-shirts, writing letters to
encourage donations fmm friends and family of members, and an event called One
Night, One Ride, One Life held each year to
educate the student body on the dangers of
drunk driving and the value of a program
like SafeRides
This year's One Night, One Ride, One
Life took place on Monday. Exit 245 and
the Breakdance Club performed for this
event. In addition to these acts, a represenlative trom Alcohol Action Safety Program
spoke about the common misconceptions
so many have that they are capable of drivsee RIDES, pagt 5

Senior Prom

AMY PAIMtSONpliM,,

Cindy Palmer of the Shenandoah Agency on Aging and
Paul Deflna dance away at the Festival Center Monday.
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A drug violation in the Huffman Hall area on Sept 30 at
8.05 a.m. is under active investigation.
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Underage possession of alcohol and
alcohol violation
JMU students and a non-student were charged with underage possession of alcohol and an alcohol violation on
Devon Lane on Sept 30 at 11:15 p.m.
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Contact Us
Y KHIJ.Y FISHER/

A JMU student reported receiving harassing phone calls
on a cell phone from an unknown subject between Sept.
18 and Sept 28.

Sharon s, lull
■

THE BREEZE

Drunk In public, underage possession of
alcohol
A JMU student and a non-student were charged with being drunk in public and underage possession of alcohol on
Bluestone Drive on Oct. 1 at 1 50 a.m.

Underage possession of alcohol

Underage possession of alcohol, littering,
personal abuse

A JMU student was charged with being drunk in public,
underage possession of alcohol and possession of false
identification on Bluestone Drive on Oct. 1 at 1 02 a.m.

Editor:
Nathan Chiantella
(540) 568-6749
breezeeditorOhotmail. corn
cNantnaOimu.edu

A JMU student was charged with being drunk in public and
underage possession of alcohol at Potomac Hall on Oct.
2 at 1 a.m.
JMU students were charged with being drunk in public and
underage possession of alcohol at Sonner Hall on Oct 2
at 241 a.m.

Drunk in public, underage possession
of alcohol, possession of a fake ID

Main Telephone:
(540) 568-8127

A JMU student was charged with being drunk in public and
underage possession of alcohol at Sonner Hall on Oct 2
at 12:43 a.m.

A JMU student and non-student were charged with underage possession of alcohol and an alcohol violation at the
Godwin bus stop on Oct 1 at 10:40 p.m.

A JMU student was charged with underage possession of
alcohol at the intersection of Port Republic Road and Forrest Hills Lane on Oct 1 at 12:44 a.m.

The Bmeze is published Monday and Thursday
mornings and distributed throughout James
Madison University and the local Hamsonburg
community Comments and complaints should
be addressed to Nathan Chiantella. editor

Advertising Department:
(540) 568-6127
News D««k:
(540) 568-6699
bnsezenewsOhotmail. com
Arts and Entertainment
Desk:
(540) 568-3151
breezeartsOhotmail. com

Four JMU students were charged with underage possession of alcohol, littering and personal abuse to the campus
map at the intersection of Port Republic Road and Bluestone Drive on Oct. 2 at 1 a.m.

Sports Desk:
(540) 568-6709
breezesportsOhotmail. com

Drug equipment violation
A drug equipment violation in the Lakeside area on Oct. 2
at 1 54 am. is under active investigation.

Underage possession of alcohol
A non-student was charged with underage possession
of alcohol at the intersection of Port Republic Road and
South Mam Street on Oct. 1 at 8 p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS

DUKE DAYS
■ How to place a classified Go to
rtwwfhe6ree2e.org and dick on the
classified link or come into trie office
weekdays between Sam and 5 p m
■ Cost S5 00 for me first to words.
S3 for each additional 10 words, boxed
classified. $10 per column inch
■ Deadlines noon Friday for Monday
issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday
issue
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance
in The Breeze office

Opinion Desk:
(540) 568-3846
breezeopinionOhotmail.com

Number of parking tickets since Aug. 29: 4,038
Number of drunk in publics since Aug 29 24

Photo/Graph lei:
(540) 568-8041
breezephotoOhotmail. com
breezegraphicsOhotmait. com

Events Calendar

WXJM free concert

"Darts and Pats" on the commons

The band Pigeon John will perlorm a free concert on
Sunday. Oct. 9 at 7:30 p.m. In the lower level of the
Festival Conference Center JMU radio station WXJM is
sponsoring this event

Tell the administration what you like and dislike around
campus on Friday, Oct. 7 between 10 am and 2 p.m with
"Darts and Pats on the commons."Questions can be directed to Stephanie at student-bovOimu.edu

MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper ol James Madison University, serves student and faculty readership
by reporting news involving the campus and local communily. The Bmeze strives to be impartial and fair in its
reporting and firmly believes in its First Amendment rights.

Mailing address:
The Breeze
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC6805
James Madison University
Hamsonburg. Virginia 22807
Phone: (540) 568-6127
Fax: (540) 568-6736

Hometown Music
6uiIAI(S,flMPJ, D8UMS, PflA«pMoBf,..

WKw.homelownmusic.nef

Quiznos Sub

lAlVAREZ... Mote Guitar For hut Money
■ RD20S So/id Top Coifer

"MrV.M...TOASTY!"

COMPUTE

Acoustic
PAcKMfJ

FLEX and all major
credit cards accepted!

no* $99
ALVAREZ MASTERUORKS SERIES
AIL SOUS

Wool6UITAKSsmrme AT $549
IMmi Witt",

tackW

.. <ht$i Sound 8, feel
■oMi In nod
i»«o J H.i« • 4J44159
10-* Honm-fiim, 10-5 S»t«»j»

37 Burgess Rd.
near the Harrisonburg
Crossing Shopping Center
(540)432-1302

Free Small Soda
with purchase of any sandwich
With this coupon, Exp. 11/20/05
One per Coupon per person per visit. Not Valid with
any other offer.

Check out the NEW Kid's program at

Harrisonburg Unitarian Universalists
Congregation
Using film making/editing
For Info:
[E-mail) carol@HUUweb.org

blue Nile

[Web) http://HUUweb.org
[Phone] 540-867-0073
Sundays at 10:30am
4101 Rawley Pike

Ethiopian Cuisine

(4 miles west of Court Square)

1251 Virginia Ave Hamsonburg, VA 22501
(540) 4-52.NILE bluenilee@gmail

Sterling Silver
\
Jewelry
I Designed and
Handcrafted in
Spain

www.5lueNileEtniopianCuisine.com

410% off with
student I.D.

♦ Free Wireless Internet

+ Vegetarian and Vegan ♦ Carry-out available
friendly

"This unique jewelry is found
exclusively at The Silver Spot"

^ Special Ethiopi
Coffee and teas
teas

Kiosk located in Valley Mall
in front of JC Penney beside Verizon

4 Outdoor seating

"Come Eniou a Taste

Serving Lunch and Dinner 6 days a week

540-432-6107
u

y

ofCtKlopia
P1

JBLUENILE^
Llroptan Cuwic

Sharon Schiff. Editor
breezenews®hotmailsom
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'Quest' author speaks
about best-selling book
■V COLUEN SCHORN
SENIOR WRITE*

An international best selling writer spoke Monday night
on "The Quest for Longitude" as part of "The World Physics
Year 2005."
Dava Sobel is one of three lecturers sponsored by the physics
department in celebration of the centennial of several important
contributions to the field,
including the theory of
relativity in 1905.
Sobel spoke about the
quest to discover an answer
to the problem of longitude.
She had been interested in
the topic and spent a year
trying to find a magazine
or newspaper that would
publish her article.
Once the article was
printed,
a
publisher
approached her about writing a book. "Longitude:
The True Story of a Lone
Genius who Solved the
Greatest Scientific Problem
of His Time" was published in 1995.
Sobel has since written several other books
and articles, and her new book 'The Planets" is set to
be released next week.
"People had tried to solve the longitude problem since
they started sailing, but it would take hundreds of years to
find the answer," she said.

Without a way of measuring longitude, sailors had a hard
time navigating, which led to were many shipwrecks including
one night in which over 2,000 sailors drowned when several ships
crashed into shore.
In 1713, the Board of Longitude was formed in Britain,
and it offered a large prize to anybody "who could solve the
problem of longitude," Sobel said.
Steven Whisnant, head of the physics department, has
been helping to plan the
World Physics Year at JMU.
Friday night there was a lecture by physicist S. James
Gates entitled "Is Cosmic
Concordance in Concomitance
with
Superstring/M-theory." Science historian Lewis
Pyenson will be speaking in
November on "Relativity's
Centennial: An Einsteinian
Reassessment."
He said since the department
was busy moving locations, it
was decided to postpone celebrations until this fall.
"1 hope that by exposing
the JMU community to people like Dr. Gates and Ms.
Sobel, we can raise everyone's
awareness of the fact that
physics isn't just something
irrelevant to people's lives that we do in labs late at night,"
Whisnant said.
"Our hope is to continue to bring exciting and
interesting speakers to campus long after the World Year
of Physics is over."

AMY PAltKSON photo tditi*
Dava Sob©!, author of "The Quest for Lonfttude" spoke to JMU students
and faculty on Monday night about the dffftcuWes navigating when
information was unknown about longitude.

Fox network Conference to highlight importance of GenEd
sponsors
competition
for students
IY KATIE CDOWD
ttNIOR WRITER

BY MEGAN NEAL
CONTRIBUTING WMTTR

"Fox News Channel's College Media
Challenge" is currently offering $20,000
in scholarship opportunities to colleges
nationwide.
Invitations are extended to all junior and
senior undergraduates studying broadcast
journalism or communications.
Student teams of two to four members
are encouraged to submit a video news
package that they have researched, written
and produced entirely on their own. Ranging
from social security to space exploration
and college athletes, topics for the pieces
include varied and controversial issues
often discussed by the media. Deadline for
online entry is Oct. 17 and all tapes must be
postmarked by Dec. 31.
Aspiring filmmaker and junior SMAD
major Nick Lazo, said, "It seems very
interesting; there are a lot of different topics
to choose from, which is always a good thing,
and the topics are those that demand a straight
answer. You could really make a strong case
one way or the other for each topic."
Criteria for judging include objectivity
in
presentation,
overall
execution,
production quality and overall quality. The
winning broadcast journalism department
and its first place team will be notified in
the spring of 2006. Fox News Channel's
$20,000 prize will be split in half between
the two winners.
Additionally, flight and hotel accommodations will be provided for group members
along with one administrator, in New York
City for a personal Fox Studios tour and a
channel appearance.
Junior Melissa Bostian said, "Making
movies is what I want to do with my life; it's
awesome that kids at the bottom of the totem
pole have opportunities like this to make
their mark in the film industry."
"We're expecting a tremendous response
like last year; we've already got a bunch,"
said Fox News Vice President of Affiliate
Marketing John Malkin. "We've extended the
invitation to over 900 schools this year. Last
year there were about 102. We were so successful last year we opened the list to every
school that had a journalism, broadcast or
communication program."

A conference showcasing students' work from
general education classes will kick off Family
Weekend tomorrow.
The General Education Student Conference is
the first of its kind at JMU. Students were nominated by general education faculty members and
then selected by a faculty committee to present
their work at the conference.
"What the conference is trying to do is celebrate
the forms of students' work that are produced
every semester in all of the general education
courses," said Michael Moghtader, chairman of the
conference committee.
Forty-five students were chosen to present their
work at the conference, which includes scholarly
papers, videos, round-table discussions and panel

presentations, said Linda Halpem, dean of the
general education program.
Junior Babbie Dunnington, who is presenting one
of her essays from her GWRTT103 class, said, "JMU's
general education program enlightens students by
imparting an extensive range of perspectives from
which we can build ourown mindful and independent
foundations." The idea for the conference came about
in a general education council meeting.
Moghtader said, 'The faculty was expressing
concern that attitudes among students tend to be
misguided. Part of the problem is the work that is
produced rarely escapes the class."
Halpem said, the faculty wants to engage
students in discussions about the value of general
education classes.
"The council considered a number of different
strategies to publicize the value of general
education," Moghtader said. 'This is the one that

floated to the surface. We are all really excited
about how a conference forum really gets students
and faculty outside their individual classes."
Karyn Sproles, an associate dean of general
education, said, the conference was scheduled
for tomorrow to offer an "academic focus foi
Family Weekend."
"(The conference j will highlight the reason people
come to college—the academics," she added.
Sproles said the faculty committee is already
starting to plan for next year's conference and hope*
for 100 student participants.
"I know ideally that the general education
coundl's plan was to make [the conferencel
primanly student-driven, Moghtader said. "If thi*
is really going to take off, it has to be sustained by
student interest."
The conference, which will take place tomorrow al
2 p.m. in Taylor Hall, is open to the public.

Singing lor Safety
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Madleon Project performs as part of SafaRldet third annual One Night, One Ride, One Life
Other performers Included Exit 245 as well as the JMU breakdance club.

at Qrafton-StovaH Theatre Monday nlfrrl.

Congress may approve budget cuts in financial aid programs
■Y KUNAl MEHTA
DAILY BRUIN

As much as $14 billion could be cut
fnwn federal student financial aid programs if certain proposed budget adjustments are approved by the VS. Congress.
The reductions are being discussed as a
means to rein in the federal budget deficit,
but nuinv student groups across the country find the proposal alarming due to the
potential effect on their financial futures.
The sue of the cut which will be voted
on in November, will depend on which
version of the proposal is finally approved.
The Senate seeks to cut $14 billion, while
the House of Representatives is pn>posing
to cut $9 billion.

These cuts could result in the average student-borrower having to pay up
to $5,800 extra during loan repayment,
according to a press release from the
United States Students Association, .i
group that voices students' concerns in
Washington, D.C.
The adjustments are part of a legislative process known as budget reconcili*tion, a procedure that enables Congress to
eliminate certain legislative obstacles that
would otherwise arise in making tax cuts
and ad|ustments to entitknoent pn>grams
such as Social Security, pension plans and
student k»an programs in order to reduce
the federal budget deficit.
Budget reconciliation is ordinanly a
one-time process, meaning that chang-

es made under budget reconciliation
would jnly be enacted once and then
be revoked. But the proposed cuts are in
the form of amendments to the Higher
Education Act an act that is reviewed
and adjusted only once every five to
seven years.
This is a much more significant
change than many people realize, said
Jennifer Pae, vice president of the United
States Student Association.
The cuts come during a period of
rapid increase in tuition fees at most
universities, especially public schools.
The cuts come during a period of
rapid increase in tuition fees at most
universities, especially public schools.
"In a time when (tuition) fees are

increasing, students need an increase in
federal aid, not a decrease," said Jeannie Biniek, external vice president of
UCLA's Undergraduate Students Association Council.
Biniek said that in 1975, grants made
up 80 percent of all federal student aid
packages, with loans forming the other
20 percent. Since then, the trend has reversed. Today, grants make up only 20
percent while loans constitute 80 percent of federal student aid packages.
As a result of this reversal, combined with increases in tuition and
living costs, Pae said 39 percent of students today are graduating with what
the federal government calls "unmanageable debt," hindering their ability

to settle down and establish themselves
after graduation.
This is hurting their ability to contribute to society," she said.
Pae said she believes the cuts an?
a step in the wrong direction for Congress, which is a view shared by USSA
President Eddy Morales.
"We cannot possibly watch as Congress takes a leap backwards to close the
door of higher education on students,"
Morales said in a statement.
USSA seeks to end the budget reconciliation process through lobbying efforts on Capitol Hill.
"Budget reconciliation was enacted by
a margin of only three votes in the House
-we believe we can defeat it" Pae said.
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Super Combo

BEST

Voted #1 by The
SC1 Chicken Broccoli
reeze readers for
Hburg's Hot list
SC2 Pork. Chicken. Beef or Shrimp Chow Mem
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
SC4 Sweet and Sour Pork
SC5 Moo Goo Qai Pan
• SC6 Chicken with Garlic Sauce
• SC7 Hunan Chicken
$10.00 minimum
SC8 Pork with Mixed Vegetables
SC9 Mixed Chinese Vegetables
(limited area)
• SC10 Hunan Vegetables
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts
• SC12 Kung Pao Chicken
• SC13 Szechuan Chicken
SC14 Almond Chicken
Only
•SC15 Hunan Beef
SC16 Pepper Steak
SC17 Beef with Broccoli
• SC18 Szechuan Beef
SC19 Jumbo Shnmp with Lobster Sauce
SC20 Shnmp with Mixed Vegetables
• SC21 Hunan Shrimp
SC22 Triple Delight
• SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24 Sesame Chicken
SC2S Four Seasons
SC26 Pork, Chicken, Beef, or Shrimp Lo Mein
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables
• SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken

FREE DELIVERY

$6.95

All come with
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Spring Roll
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice

Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)

Find us on the
web at:
www.GoLookOn.com
1031 Port Republic Rd
Harrisonburg

and choice of soup:
Wonton,
Egg Drop,
or Hot and Sour

Try Our New Specials
$7.45
Bourbon Chicken
Lemon Chicken
Amazing Chicken
—B—

® TOYOTA

400 OFF
ANY NEW TOYOTA OF YOUR CHOICE
AS A COLLEGE GRAD, YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE!
^

•NOT ALL CUSTOMERS WILL QUALIFY. CUSTOMERS RECEIVE $400 FROM TOYOTA TOWARDS LEASING OR FINANCING THE PURCHASE OF NEW UNTITLED TOYOTA
MODEIS THROUGH PARTICIPATING TOYOTA DEALERS AND TOYOTA FINANCIAL SERVICES SEE DEALER FOR DETAILS COLLEGE
GRADUATE. PROGRAM IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE OR TERMINATION AT ANY TIME

® TOYOTA

MACPHERSON STRUT FRONT SUSPENSION
AM/FM/CD WITH 6 SPEAKERS
1.8-LITER 170 HP ENGINE
SIDE ROCKER PANELS
38 NPG HWY

= YOUR NEW CAR
s
AS SHOWN

17,360

'EPA ESTIMATED MPG FOR 2005 COROLLA S MODEL 1812 i SPEED AUTO ACTUAL MILEAGE MAY VARY "MSRP FOR 2006 SPORT MODEL 1812 EXCLUDN

WTOYOTA

.AND LICENSE FEES. DEALER SETS FINAL PRICE
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To turn an obsession into a career, major in video games
BY MlRE MUSGROVE
THE WASHINGTON POST

Video game school.
Sounds like a joke, right? Sort of like "School
of Rock"?
But check out the back pages of any gamer
magazine and you'll find among the ads from
Electronics Boutique and the mini-reviews of the
latest PlayStation Portable games opportunities to
pursue a college degree in video games.
"Be lame or get game," boasts one advertisement that promises to train students in the arts of
animation and visual effects. "Without guys like
me, you'd still be playing Pong," is the quote from
an alumnus of another college, an industry veteran
who graduated all of one year ago.
Suddenly, the idea of a degree in video games
is one that might even persuade the parents who
grumble about the high cost of video games to
write a tuition check.
These days, there are companies that pay big
bucks to computer science geniuses who can develop
the next big thing a Grand Theft Auto sort of game
that will generate a big following and big sales.
Carnegie Mellon University and the Georgia
Institute of Technology, for example, now offer
master's degrees in game development. The Uni-

versity of Southern California offers a graduate
degree in interactive media and an undergraduate
program in game design.
The Entertainment Software Association, an industry trade group in Washington, puts the number of colleges and schools offering some sort of
gaming-related coursework at more than 50.
"Just like students went to school in the '60s
and '70s wanting to study the works of Hitchcock,
students now want to go to school to study the
work of [Sims designer| Will Wright," said Dan
Hewitt, an ESA spokesman
Maybe the thought of creating the next Sims
or Halo or Grand Theft Auto is what lured a guy
named Ahmed, a twentysomething University of
Maryland grad, to come back to his alma mater on
Wednesday, taking a day off from his current job
to approach possible video game employers at an
on-campus job
He waited anxiously around the Microsoft booth,
where recruiters were talking to students about jobs
throughout the company, including its Xbox division.
"You guys can have anybody you want,"
Ahmed told the Microsoft recruiter, a guy who
just wrapped up work on the software guts for the
forthcoming Xbox 360 game console.
"How can I prove myself?" asked Ahmed, who
wouldn't share his last name because his current

boss didn't know he was job hunting.
A degree seems to be a good start but no one
should be fooled into thinking that a college degree in gaming is easier than trying to beat the next
level. There is plenty of classroom work behind
these degrees.
At Carnegie Mellon, students will have to take
classes such as Intro to Entertainment Technology,
Building Virtual Worlds and Game Design, as well
as many others. But it's hard to measure the significance of these sorts of degrees. The idea of a
video game education is so new that, even within
the gaming industry, the jury is still out on whether these degrees are worth the sheepskin they're
printed on.
Timoruum, Md.-based Big Huge Games Inc.
has hired a couple of programmers from Full Sail
Real World Education, a tiny school in Florida that
offers degrees in video game design. But founder
Brian Reynolds said he's still surprised when he
spots video game degrees featured prominently on
the resumes he receives.
"It's like, Hey, this guy went to a games school
let's talk to him!'" he said.
When Reynolds got started, the industry was
made up entirely of self-taught wizards with tiny
budgets and a passion for games. His degree was
in philosophy.

Still, so high is the academic interest in gaming
that talking to schools about building a games curnculum is becoming a mini-industry within itself.
Ernest Adams, a former game designer at Electronic Arts Inc. who worked on the early Madder
football games, has since found a second career a»
a Johnny Appleseed of video game coursework
(Coincidentally, he's another former student ol
philosophy)
"Even the biggest of big guns are starting
to get interested." he said. He has lectured
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and at schools from New Zealand to Sweden
He has authored a book on breaking into tht
business and is, meanwhile, working on whai
might be the world's first textbook on making
video games.
But Mark Jacobs, founder of the Fairfax, Va
based game designer Mythic Entertainment Inc
said he finds the occurrence of video game degree*
a "mixed blessing."
"Degrees are good," he said. Experience is better."
Jacobs fears that students with such degree*
will develop unrealistic ideas about how th*
real world works.
But who's to say what's unrealistic? There'*
always the chance that the next generation wil
change how the industry works.

SPONSOR: NASCAR studied
SPONSOR, from page 1
"NASCAR has done a good |ob diversifying their product it's become so much more
than just a Southern stereotype.'' Fousi nid
According to Foust corporate sponsorship is
the backbone of NASCAR racing.
"Sponsorships are helping NASCAR
gain fans too," Foust said. "More companies are giving away free promotions

associated with NASCAR so more people that use the sponsor's products will
watch NASCAR."
Through these giveaways and promotions, sponsors can connect to the growing
number of fans and expand their consumer
base and support of corporate sponsors of
NASCAR, Foust said.
Although DeGaris has spent hours
measuring NA5CAR sports sponsorship.

he is not a self-proclaimed NASCAR fan
DeGaris said his work involving NAS
CAR is primarily of intellectual and
scholarly interest.
Currently DeGaris is working on research designs for the Olympics and the tn
tire U.S. sports landscape. Applying MOM
of the measures from trie NASCAR study ,
DeGaris expects to obtain a comparative ba
sis for the Games.

Choose funky, functional gifts
and home decor-handcrafted
from recycled materials for

RIDES: SafeRides begins this weekend

earth-friendly shoppers like you.
Coiled newspaper hot mats and
coaster sets. Philippines, $5.00
and S 16.00

A

FAIRLY TRADED HANDICRAFTS
7314 Mt. Clinton Pike
540.433.4880

RIDES, from page 1
ing after dnnking.
SafeRides member, junior Amy Scriba
said,"It can never be stressed enough how
dangerous drunk driving is. The ASAP representative did a great job of explaining the
repercussions of getting behind the wheel
after drinking, and hopefully her words will
encourage people to make smart decisions
and utilize the SafeRides program."
Professor Aimee Brickner is the faculty
advisor for SafeRides and she said she is
excited to see all of the organization's ard

University life brings
new experiences, new relationships, new challenges.
A spiritual viewpoint can help you achieve balance
in your life. Visit the website: spirituality.com
sponsored by the Christian Science Church in Boston.
Jind comfort new ideas, chat rooms 24-7-365.
there is a Christian Science Church in Waynesboro.
Jor local information call: 289-5134

work pay off.
"This has been such a long process, and
I'm so happy to see it come to fruition. We
had a really difficult time finding cars, insurance, sponsors, et cetera." said Bnckner.
"While the university has been open to talking about the concept of SafeRides. they were
concerned about liability, so the SafeRides
executives had to work hard to address all of
their concerns and show them how positive
this organization would be for IMl
The SafeRides office, donated by the
Health Center is located in the Health Center's Annex. While they have been provided

with corporate donations, the program would
not be possible without the dedication of the
members. Junior Internal Director for SafeRides Sam Payne maintains that the people
who spent so much time to make this vision a
reality are responsible for its success.
"I cannot even begin to explain how much
dedication our members have," Payne said.
For junior Jenny Carver, being involved
in an organization like SafeRides is ideal.
"SafeRides is here to provide JML students with safe alternatives. I'm so proud to
be involved in an organization that is making
such a difference in the lives of students."

$1 Sushi
11am -2 pm
Mon-Fri

™

™

/\ Japanese SSteakhouse & Sushi Bar

Our expert Kyoto chefs prepare
from appetizer to entree, your delicious
dinner at authentic teppan yakl tables.

540.574.4901
Sun-Thurs. 1 lam-IOpm
Fri&Sat Ham- 11pm
829 E. Market Street, Harrisonburg, VA

■«*«*■

Buy am Pelt
$twty.
**%

SAW
Off!
MklwmlMnOS

/

rViwnlnw": • nVYM">

56 E. Wolfe St.

Ginger SNAPP House
A Virginia Artisan* Cooperative

30. S.

MAIN ST.

NEXT TO JESS' QUICK LUNCH

Sal via
Body Jewelry
Tapestries
Posters
)
Incense
Stickers

Adult Novelties
Adult Magazines
Adult DVD's
Buy or Rent

Lubricants
Massage Oils
Lotions

Handmade Jewelery, Handwoven Baskets,
Cuddly Toys, Handcrafted Violens, Quilts,
Clocks, Local Artwork
& our Gingersnap Cookies.
Live demonstrations on Saturdays!
Olde Town Centre in McGaheysville
(ocross from the Fire Department)

540-289-7008
Open Tues.-Sat. 10am-6pm

c

433.3366

Tapestries
Reg: $24.95
Sale: $19.95

DVD's $14.95

/Buy 2 get 1 Free
Detox Products!
Mon.-Sat. 10 9

AH $29.95 Buy 1 get 1
$29.95 Free

OPINION
HODSE

Molly Little. Editor
breezeopinion® Hotmail.com
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SafeRides a new benefit to JMU, not to be abused
►V'
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For three years, JMU students have
been working to gather funding and create
a beneficial program for our student body.
This program is called SafeRides, and on
Oct. 7, they will have their first ride.
To students, this program means a free
ride home from parties, and let's emphasize the free. Now, when heading out for
the night, grab your JAC Card and cell
phone and you're good to go.
Using rental cars, volunteers will drive
six cars from 10 p.m. to 3 a.m. picking
up students and taking them home every
Friday and Saturday night — and home
doesn't have to be on campus either. When
the driver arrives, you give them your JAC
Card, climb in and head home.
Besides putting a Starbucks on campus, this could potentially be one of the
best things JMU has received this year.
This safe, money-saving program will be a
huge benefit to all students. However, it is
a privilege and should not be abused.
SafeRides is run on donations and none
of the drivers are paid. We need to make
sure we respect the people who are giving up their nights out to make sure others
have a safe ride home. And we should also
respect the cars that thev are driving. You
wouldn't be disrespectful towards a taxi
cab or it's driver, so don't disrespect the
SafeRides volunteers.
All of that is not to say that students
should not take advantage of this free ride
— they should. Now there will be no need
to wake up your sleeping friends who
have to get up early to get a ride home,
you can call SafeRides. No more forking
out extra money to get home, you can caM
SafeRides.
SafeRides is a program that all of JMU
needs to become involved in and take advantage of. JMU is taking bigger steps to
protect and provide for us. It's time we
show them that we deserve, appreciate
and will respectfully use what they provide for us.

THK WRITING ON THK WAIJ.

Another lame-duck nomination from Bush
n

BRIAN GOODMAN

I might just be crazy, but it seems as
though we've been here recently. It doesn't
seem so long ago that we woke up one dav
to find that Sandra Dav O'Connor's replacement had been announced. II memory serves,
it M .is ,in anonymous white from below the
Mason-Dixun Line with an entirely unproven
record who was nominated. Liberal Democrats began searching through dusty records
like racciKins through garbage for proof that
the candidate supported abortion bombings, while conservative Republicans began
kvetching that he hadn't personally lit a fuse.
It is now de>a vu all over again, but with
pantyhose. Monday morning brought the announcement from the White House that Harnet Miers, the president's lawyer, was to replace
O'Connor on the bench. As one without a judicial record, Miers seems set up for an even
easier confirmation battle than newly minted
Chief Justice John Roberts had.
Diamonds are forever, and Supreme Court
appointments are slightly longer than that. In
this second "stealth" nominee — as loath as I
am to classify this sunken-eyed woman in the
same revered league as the Batmobile — Bush
has avoided a fight that very well might have
shaped our country for the next thirty-plus

years. The president is acting as though, in
his frequent travels between Crawford and
Washington, he somehow managed to lose
tus manhood.
His evasion of the potential political skirmish is a bigger conundrum than the blapia
in Dukes, for Cowboy Bush never struck me
as one desperate to avoid confrontation. Ballsy strong-arm tactics and gun-slinging tough
talk arc as characteristic of this presidency AS
sex. lies and saxophone were of the last one.
And if ever there were a time for the president
to stand strong, it would be now.
Firstly, the president is now thoroughly
into his second term, which should truly be
called carte blanche. It is said that the first term
of a president is spent trying to win a second
term; logic would follow that the second term
would then allow the commander-in-chief
to cavalierly command. Politically. President
Bosh might as well go for broke — as long as
he doesn't lie under oath or anything silly, he
will make it to 2008 just fine. Job advancement
kind of stops at the White House door; unless
he has his heart set on becoming Democratic
Minonty Whip in three years, retirement is
dose at hand, and he should therefore be acting like he has nothing to lose.
The president also has the advantage of
an entirely Republican capital. The Democratic Party, for all the blustering, is effectively on

life support as they demonstrated this week
with tne best cribasm of Miers they could
muster. I am more afraid of tilapia in Dukes
than I am of "cronyism," and I am more
scared of Dining Services for putting tilapia
in Dukes than I am of a party that can come
up with nothing better. Had the Republicans
nominated Judge Dredd and forced his candidacy through the confirmation hearings, it
very well might have been the death knell for
the Democratic Party.
Yet the president seems determined to
play nice. Perhaps he finally decided to reexarrune the "compassionate" part of his campaign slogan. Perhaps Cindy Sheehan, in her
curse-laden tirades on the property line of his
ranch, began to melt his heart. Perhaps his
approval ratings — which now line up nicelv
with Dick Cheney's waistline — finally began
to get him worried, though he has never been
known to be a poll reader. Perhaps he needs
to check in the couch for his manhood.
But whatever the reason, his heart or his
shoes. President Bush seems determined to
act like a lame duck when he should be flying
high. Because of the president's limp-wnsted
choosing of the candidates for the bench, we
will be reaping the fruits of his spinelessness
for decades to come.
Brian Goodman is a junior communications
major.

BETWEEN THE LINK

Americans spend irresponsibly
■v

PATRICK CALLAHAN

STAff W«/T£*

E-mail dam and pan k, brreztdpGhoOnaititm
Darts A Pats are tuhmtnett anonymously and print
ed on a ipact-aiuilahU busts Submissions are /MWJ
upon one person s opinion of a tiwn uiuaium. person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth
A "now-L ve-seen-it-all" pat to the guy who
managed to dnve around Forest Hills Manor
in an industnal fork lift Saturday night.
From a senior who can now graduate knowing
tliat he has seen the craziest thing in his four years
hereatfMU.

An Tm-not-a-piece-of-meat" dart to all
the guys who think cat-calling and whistling
will somehow woo me.
From a girl who would like to walk home in
peace for once.

A"thanks-for-not-controlling-your-vomit"
dart to the girl whose vomit projected across
the aisle while riding the drunk bus Saturday
night.
From a truly disgusted sophomore girl who is
glad she wasn't the one sitting across from you.

An "I-don't-care-wrKHVou-are-that/s-funny''
pat to the guy who made a cardboard sign that
said "I'm with stupid," took it and stood next
to the pro-life demonstrators.
From an outraged male student who was
thrilled by the comic relief, especially when the
demonstrators didn't even notice.

An "egg-stremely-inappropnate-and-inconsiderate" dart to the rotten chum who
threw six eggs at L'REC over the weekend.
From a graduate student who thinks you need
to take out your aggression through egg-erase and
not on the wonderful URF.C housekeeping staff

A "you-literally-made-my-day" pat to the
TDL radio for playing the "Ducktaus" theme in
the midst of other popular songs late one evening.
From a junior who couldn t help but sing along
after hours of stressing over a test

A "you-are-not-Dr.Ruth" dart to the gentleman and two ladies who decided to sit next
to me in the otherwise empty Airport Lounge
and discuss the frequency of their sexual habits while I was trying to take a nap.
From a sleep-deprived junior wlw could have
used a few more "Zs" and a few less recommendations on who to lay at JMU.

A "hey-l-think-Petco-sells-muzzles" dart
to my roommate, who feels the need to be so
extremely loud that everyone hears when she
and her new boyfriend are having sex.
From your roommate, who is getting tired of
being disgusted and distracted every day/night
by your annoying loudness, and would like to
speak for all of the neighbors by saying we're not
impressed.

When describing the current stale of our
great nation, are more than a few unpleasant numbers involved. Nearly 2,000 soldiers
killed in Iraq, thousands dead in the wake of
recent hurricanes around the Gulf Coast, and
billions of dollars spent on reconstruction in
both places. Yet perhaps the most frightening
numbers are those concerning our economy.
As of July of this year, our national savings
rate has fallen to a record low of negative 0.6
Cercent. That means the average American
ousehold has had to go even further into
debt just to meet its current expenses for the
past three months When compared to other
developed nations, this average is shocking.
What's even more shocking is that according to the American Bankers Association, the
percentage of credit card accounts past due
(one month or more) rose to another record
high of 4.81 percent over the summer
So what is the cause of these drastic financial burdens that are plaguing our nation's
families? Some blame is to be placed on rising fuel prices as a result of recent energy
shortages, but most experts agree that the
root of the problem lies in poor management
of funds. Families could be putting back
money for college, unexpected illnesses, or
other unfortunate events, but instead, they
are spending more and more money on unnecessary items. In fact, spending is so out
of control that people are often going into
debt lust to have new things.
This trend may seem irrational and leave
you asking, "Why don't people just stop
spending so much and start maintaining a
practical budget?" To this I would say, turn
on your television, radio, or heaven forbid,
pick up a newspaper. You will undoubtedly
be bombarded with advertisements telling
you how easy it is to have that brand new

car, that huge flat-screen television or that
eardrum-rattling home theater system. No
cash to pay for it up front? No problem! )ust
say the word and some weasel of a salesman
will be at your side with a contract and even
a pen to ink your John Hancock with.
Our economy has become one of extravagant consumption. No one cares whether or
not you can actually afford to pay for something so long as you sign that binding contract, credit card companies and banks least
of all. Less than a decade ago, credit card
companies made minimal revenue from late
fees. Now most make at least 25 to 30 percent from such fees. Banks are even offering
interest-only loans that lock people into continuous cycles of indebtedness.
The Federal Reserve has been continuously raising interest rates in hopes of curving
these irrational spending habits, but it has yet
to stop the trend. However, it should be said
that without the leadership of Chairman Alan
Greenspan the situation could be much worse.
Unfortunately, Greenspan will be stepping
down next year after serving for 18 years as
the most decisive figure in our nation's economy. This vacancy will be filled by a person
of President Bush's choosing. On that note,
our federal government has by no means set a
good fiscal example for the American people
over the past five to six years. Government
spending has increased by over 30 percent
while revenue has repeatedly declined due
to numerous tax cuts. This means one thing
— deficit spending. That fact, coupled with
a national debt that has increased over $1.5
trillion since the end of Bill Clinton's presidency, means fiscal responsibility should be
an overwhelming factor in choosing our next
president. Perhaps voters should look towards Virginia's smart-spending governor's
office for such a leader.
Patrick Callahan is a soplwmvrr political science major.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Facts don't add up

Fact. n. Knowledge or information based on real occurrences. As
in, a solid argument is constructed
with facts, not immature banter and
asinine name-calling.
Sou rce. n. One, such as a person or
document, that supplies information.
As in. using Fox News, afternoon talk
radio (which is notoriously conservative), Ann Coulter, Bill O'Reilly and a
right-leaning comic stnp as sources to
denounce liberalism makes as much
sense as Fox using a poll of high
school students as their sole source
for a study on whether or not The
O.C." is the greatest show ever to air
on television.
Binary, adj. Characterized by or
consisting of two parts or components. As in, stating that "all liberal
professors are incapable of teaching"
incorrectly implies that teaching, a
complex and multi-faceted profession, is binary.
Irate, adj. Extremely angry; enraged. As in, every day if s the same: I
go hi class and my professors just won't
shut up about gay marriage or recalling
firearms... It makes me so irate!
Correlation, n a causal, complementary, parallel or reciprocal relationship between two comparable
entities. As in, there's no positive
correlation between being a vegetarian and being a liberal professor any
more than being a conservative and
being an ignoramus (though it's
tempting to see one).
When I opened 7V Breeze and
read Bobby McMahon's editorial
ineptly attempting to create a crude
correlation between liberal professors
and baseless "facts" derived from biased "sources," he was merely playing into the political binary game that
makes me so irate.
Brian Kim, senior
! i»>*!i —1 • iiirtfi'i

No need to support the divide
Six facts about the Hispanic immigrant. Six facts about the poor
black man. Six facts about the Cnrisli.m fundamentalist. Six facts about
the Islamic extremist. Six facts about
the conservative white man.
Do those sound like offensive
titles to you? If they do not sound
offensive just bv their titles, suppose
I followed each one with a hateful
list of six generalizations that would
only serve to perpetuate hollow stereotypes of each group? Maybe you
might find that offensive.
Ffave you nutuvd that a divide is
growing in our country threatening the
unity of our populatkm?The divide lies
in the terms 'liberal" and "conservative" and all of the meanings we attach
to these words out of prejudice, hatred
and. rnisunderstanding.
It is amazing how we have let
two words take control of our politics, our li ves and our opinions of others. These two words nave caused a
splitting of communities and a pulse
of hatred that beats daily in the vastness of our media and in the smallest
of our conversations. And while we

LOVER OF WOMEN,

should be working to break down
this hatred, people seek to continue
it as a joke.
It is not funny.
And the people out there who
laugh at the expense of other people
need to learn quickly that hatred accomplishes nothing. It builds resentment and breeds misunderstanding
Let us focus our energy on helping others who need our help, instead
of hating others.
That goes for all sides.
Nicole Barbano, senior
English major
( I inton article not all bad
I graduated from JMU in 2002
and had not been on campus since
May 2003. My wife and I recently
stopped by the campus, en route
to North Carolina, to see the many
changes to the university and pick
up a sweatshirt from the bookstore.
Not only was I thoroughly impressed
with the stadium, the town, and the
overall appearance of the school, but
I was more impressed when I picked
up a copy of The Breeze. It brought
back memories of sitting in COB 300
trying to see who amid finish the
crossword puzzle first just kidding.
In all seriousness, I opened the paper
and started reading the student response to an article criticizing President Clinton on his remarks in the
aftermath of Katnna. The students
who responded were better versed,
better informed and more energized
about the political world than we
ever hoped to be back in 2002. That
said, I think the right-leaning author
got it wrong, and the left-leaning responders did as well. If the author
was trying to discredit BUI Clinton,
what the article should have stressed
is simply this: Bill Clinton lied under oath; it was proven that he lied,
and he was almost impeached for
it. Whether that has anything to do
with him criticizing a sitting president just like Bush did, that is open
for debate. Now, the respondent
one in particular asked the question
of what was worse. Bill Clinton lying about sexual encounters or Bush
lying about Weapons of Mass Destruction and going to war — implying the latter was worse, lo lu> li
"To make an untrue statement with
intent to deceive." Bill Clinton was
guilty of this, under oath for that
matter. It has vet to be proven that
George W. Busn is guilty of this. My
point to the author is essentially this,
if you are going to criticize someone,
do it on the nght topic. The responded are absolutely right
that Bill Clinton's sex life has
nothing to do with his political
credibility, the fact that he lied
under oath does. My point to
the respondent is this: do not
base your response on hearsay— fhe response to Hurricane Katnna should show you
what can happen, and the Iraq
War for that matter

DeLay accusations unrounded
The House Editorial in the Oct 3
issue was a pathetic attempt at calling for a bipartisan reaction towards
the accusations against Tom DeLay.
I wonder if the unknown author researched the accusations against Mr.
DeLay. No, similar to the mainstream
media this author felt it was more effective to regurgitate what Democrats
announce on-air instead of digging
up the actual story
If research had been conducted,
we would have alt learned that the
accusations against yhe House Majority leader are nothing more than
hearsay at this early stage
Similar to the accusations made
over the summer against Karl Rove.
The Democrats are rather silent about
this issue now, because it turns out
they were wrong. Surprise! Yet both
Rove and DeLay will be remembered
by the majonty of Americans for these
baseless accusations.
Further issues in this column appear when it is noted that the Republican Party's "levees are breaking" due
to the natural disaster in the Gulf. Let
me remind you that louisiana is a state
controlled by Democrats. It is the local officials who must first respond to
tragedies like this. You may remember
the NYPD and firefighters of New
York rushing to Twin Towers on Sept
11, 2001, while I remember reports of
New Orleans police officers fleeing
their poshons after Katnna. Gosh, Mr.
President why can't you control everv
aspect of each state's local government?
Could it be that it is not possible for one
person to have that much control? Or
maybe it is that we don't want one person to have that much control?
Regardless of the reasons as to whv
Pn-sident Hush is not responsible for
disasters that Mother Nature causes, it
takes more man a baseless accusation
and natural disasters for a party who
controls the House, the Senate and the
White } louse to be under strain.
Katelyn Belcher, sophomore
political science major
To a job well done
Over the past month we have had
the privilege of witnessing continued
and noticeable support to the victims
of Hurricane Katrina. Your efforts in
coming together as a unified institution to help those in need have been
valued by many. We are INS, a reticent
order dedicated to the preservation of
the past and creation of the future of
)ames Madison University. Through

the exemplification of Benevolence,
Service, and Spirit you have not only
conbnued in the anomalistic tradition
of this institution, but you have also
helped in fostering the future growth
of our country.
The month of September has
marked a time when fames Madison
has become more than classrooms in
which we sit and the paths in which
we walk, but a united front dedicated
to making a difference in the nation.
Your Service has been apparent by
the many students that were sent to
disaster locations. Between the efforts
of the Nursing Program and Campus
Crusade for Christ more than thirty
students sacrificed their time to assist
those in dire need. The administration's
istaWLshment of the Katrina Relief All
Together One Team, the extensive coverage of each rebel effort by TTr Breeze,
and the cleveloprnent of a CS-L trip to
a damaged area all display an inherent sense of Benevolence within the
Madison community. Moreover, you,
as a student body, were able to raise
over $I4JC0 during the Hope Floats
Relief Week to contnbute to aid those
adversely affected, which served to further cement the unprecedented Spint
of ]ames Madison University.
The members of IN8 thank you for
your continued arts of support, in the
name of Service, during this tumultuous chapter of our nation's history
Peter Swerdzewski
on behalf of IN8
Editorial policies
responses b all articles and opinions
[ ■ iMhJvd in The Breeze are welcome
and encouraged. Letters should be no
kx^than250words, mustmcludea
phone number for verification and can
be e-mailed to breezeopiniorKl>#iobTwl
com or mailed to MSC 6805 Cl,
Anfhnrry-Seeger Hall, Hamsonburg,
VA 22807. 7he Breeze reserves (he
nght to eck all submissions for length or
^ammarjcal style.
The how editorial reflects the opinion of
the editorial board as a whole, and is not
necessarily the opinion of any indnidual
stall member of The Breeze
Editorial Board
Nathan Chantella. editor in chief
K/tsten Green, managing editor
Molly Little, opinion editor
me options in the section do not
nessecanty reflect the option of the
newspaper tha staff or lames Madison
UnMrary

CONQUERER OF NATIONS

A letter to the
former flames
at

BOBBY MCMAHON

STAFF WRITER

Looking back over my increasingly greater nurr
ber of years at school (and the sharply diminishin
time that I have left here), my brain often kicks bac
(o freshman and sophomore year and all those peopl
that were part of my life back in the day (which, accord
ing to actor/comedian Dane Cook, is always a Wednef
day). These days, I pass many of those people, eve
those who could even have been called a "significar
other," just as I would a stranger, with not even a glanc
or friendly "morning" between us. We all have peopl
that we left in our pasts and yet still seem to creep int
our lives now and again, and i f the whim carries you t
contact them, use this letter:
Dear you.
Hey, it's me. 1 saw something the other day tfu
made me think of you, and I realized that I had n
idea how you were or what you were doing. First of
I know this is probably unexpected, given that the onl
contact we've had for three years has been drunken IM
and failed attempts to eat lunch and "catch up." I kno\
it's been a while, but it seems like only yesterday thi
we sat on your bed and talked about, well, I can't eve
remember now. It seemed like we were both pretty ir
terested at the time, though.
It occurs to me that I never said I'm sorry, for how
ended, I mean. 1 could say that we were just young, b\
that's not it at all. I was foolish, foolish with you, foolis
with us. You were good to me, always kind and forgivinj
and my carelessness ended the pretty good thing riut w
had. What happened seems so inconsequential and trivii
now that asking if you've forgiven me seems way too M*
roon 5, so I'll just hope that you remember that time wel
You and I seemed to enjoy each other's company.
I still miss you. You know, I don't really know i
it's you I miss anymore, but more like you've bee
mixed in with all the other "yous" that I've grown t
miss. Not that there's a long list, mind you, just that m
memones of you and my memories of everything els
have drifted together over these past years, creating
big, creamy mush of nostalgia in my head. But in tni
case, 1 think it probably is you that I miss, and if it's no
then the sentiment is sincere, whomever it's for.
I know this sounds very John Cusack of me, but I*.
like to get together with vou sometime, maybe get a cu
of coffee or something, though I don't know what we'<
talk about. Maybe ltd be like the good ol' days, but th
good ol' days weren't always good (damn it all, I kne\
Billy Joel would find his way in here somehow). Mayb
it'd be new and exciting, like a puppy at Christmas, bt
if I'm remember things correctly, you're a cat person. I'
just say that I hope I see you sometime, and I hope tfu
we're happy to see each other when we do. I hope thi
note finds vou well. I hope you're doing fine.
— Me
Bobby McMalion is a senior political science major, an
wrote this note to the imaginary girlfriend he broke up wit
his freshman year

Mike Moulton
'02

m-f 9am-8prr\
sat 9am-5pm
TH€
scrapbooking CRACTH0U56
drawng&painting 313 foff ^ve
yarn&knitting ^tin ya\\q M\
matting&framing
&costco
434-9987
j beads,kads,beads
beads
&so much more mvnwmtm

FREE
Practice Test!
ORE

MCAT

DAT

Take ■ free practice test with Kaplan and
And out how you'll score before Test Dayl
James Madison University
Saturday, October 15
Sponsored by mo CoHogo of Graduate and
Professional Programs
Cad or visit us on-In. today to redstart

KAPLAN

l^OO-KAP-TEST
kaptost.com/practk;*

Ta«t Pr»p and Adm

anas

Complete Office Gynecology
You could he a full year closer lo a Doclor
of Physical Therapy degree than you limit,
| With Widcner University's ihrcc-plus-lhrec
physical (herapy program, you can siart
doctoral sludy while finishing your
bachelor's degree.

• birth control planning & morning after
•pap smear evaluation & treatments
•complete gynecological exams

•STD testing

Other Services

Graduate Open House

• spa produits

Tuesday. Oclobci IS. 4:00-6:30 p.m.
Main Campus

• acne treatments

Pot man information, call 610-499-4272.

Mention this ad and your
application fee will rv Waived
Roach higher. Go farther Choos* Widenar.

(g) Widencr University
INSIItUTI FOB PHYSICAL THERAPY EOUCAtlON
Ono University Place. Chester, PA 19013
1-«M WIOENER a wwwwKJaneradu/ipt*

• ItMf hall r*dm Hon

mineral make-up by colofescience*
weight loss/eel I ultte control •
skin disorder treatments*

"It's Your Life and
It Sure Looks Good!"

Call (540) 437-1296
l')«)2 Medical Avenue, Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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SUPER CROSSWORD

SAIGON

;; JCttM s<jy.

HOX
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MP

new Re\ea/e/!
NOW AT
PLAN 9!

Fran? Ferdmind
You Could Have II
SoMuchBattsr
ALSO OUT- New releases from Nickelback. OAR., Snoop Dogg. Twista. Simple Plan, Deflones,
Beta Band, Broken Social Scene, Atmosphere, Sara Evans, Keith Sweat a Talking Heads box set
and MORE, plus new DVDs from the Pixies, Black Keys, Beatles, and Cream!

SELL US YOUR OLD MUSIC AND MOVIES!
434-9999
ITM-MlMliniTliH

IX

What A Record

iwiripilimlMCwer]
Store Should Bel
wmCTtWMCuaumtvHU. WWW.PtAN9MUSIC.COM
~

7

ACROSS

OPCX AW. »*Y
MONHAr - SATURDAY
11:30AM-9PM
f^MiLY 0VY«C» JW»
0P€fc*7€» &.NCC .09©
JiWv.' *fA7*<*/-<-N /<£--cf rt';frC
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I Seaside shelter
7 Zoo baby
10 Donaled
14 Capone feature
18 Incarnation
19 Genetic info
20 Surrounded by
21 Singer Melba
22 Start of a remark
24 Leaf
25 Light weight^
26 Shoemaker's tool
27 TV's "Empty -"
28 Wine choice
30 Ray
32 Frantic Fawlty
35 Wrapped up
36 Hersey town
39 Upscale shop
40 Contemptible
41 Pan 2 of remark
46 Funnyman Fox*
50 Roth 51 Coffee or cognac
52 Orient
54 Singer Salonga
55 Reasonable
57 Actress Jean
58 Origami supply
61 Word with nose or
numeral
63 Pop in
65 Any
66 - -garde
67 Monty Python's
Michael
70 Part 3 of remark
74 Tightly packed
75 Overact
76 Director David
77 Conclude
79 Go over
80 Calculating reptile >
82To-(perfectly)
83 Petite pie
87 TV-listing abbr
88 British pol
90 Straightens
92 Bud's buddy
93 Foyer
95 Part 4 of remark
100 Qatar's continent
102 Wing
103 Discernment
104 Peripatetic Polo
106 Soft
107 Manzanillo man
110 Liberace's
birthplace
112 Lacquered
metalware
113 "The Simpsons''
character
116 Atelier item
117 Mulgrew or Moss
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119 End of remark
122 Polish prose
123 List entry
124 Letters of credit?
125 Baltimore bird
126 Compassion
127 Pedestal pan
128 Mongrel
129 Got what one basked
for

DOWN
1 Biblical town
2 Profess
3 Cry like a baby
4 ABA member
5 i h ok
6 Where the action is
7 Make waves'.'
8 Component
9 - -relief
10 Cumberland 11 Remarkable
12 Watch
13 Temptation location
14 '72 Cicely Tyson him
15 Publisher N.i.i
16 Shaped like a bow
17 Lively dance
21 Complains
23Ump
29 Rock's Tears for 30 - -Cat
31 Wolf wail
32 Like Mussorgsky's
mountain
33 Clay, today
34 Offspring

.:
■

i6»|

H
■ • "

1

36 Sale stipulation
37 Mrs David
Copperrield
38 Deejay Freed
<9" Crazy" ('80 film!
40 Sow's sweetheart
42 Outer limns
43 Furnish
44 Simon's "Plaza ■"
45 Charge
47 Violinist Mischa
48 Big men on campus
49 Poet Rossetti
53 Carpentry or
pnnting
56 Lloyd Webber
musical
58 - bear
59 Congregational
comeback
60 Basilica feature
62 Public
64 Bumbling
65 "Graf -"
67 Australian city
68 Basic organism
69 Anesthesia type
71 Vintage
72 Bandleader's phrase
73 Russian lake
78 -shui
80 Zone
81 Turn blue1'
82 Rocker Van Halen
84 "The Sound of
Music" setting
85 CamK or parsnip
86 Adjust an Amati
89 Tearjerker'.'

Don't miss the Sunchase Leasing Kickof f
on Friday, October 14th!
Doors open at 9 a.m.

Check out our 4 Bedroom, 4 Bathroom Luxury Apartments
Our State-of-the-Art Clubhouse with Gaming Area
Sty by
Our Fitness and Business Centers
o^SaZ.. ^you.
As Well As an Awesome Pool

i_QUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

B

11

LJ

fit

■

■■j

5

■H '

r*^Hs'

5

S - N'(RSE

540.442.4800

11

'/ >

■ --

■

31

I

1

www.sunchase.net

•'
"
90 Made wine divine
91 Muchacha, for short
94 Theft
96 Intimidated
97 Big bang letters
98 "Wild -" ('60 hill
99 Singer Jams
101 Reprimand
104 Biscayne Bay city
105 Selling point
106 Mazda model
107 - d'Alene. ID
108 City on the Danube
109 Intoxicate
110 Show sorrow
111 Lose coniiol
112 What you
used to be
113 bard's river
114 Soccer superstar
115 Secondhand
118 Funnyman Philips
119 Spasm
120 History division
121 China's- Biao

See
lodej \
answers
online at
www.the
breeze.org

A&E

Cailc White. Editor
Hali CUM, Assistant Editor
breezrans@holmailx'om

arts & entertaitimenl
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See story and photos of Howie Day's performance Oct. 5 at The Breeze Web site!
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Interpreter*
extras short
and sweet
IY LISA RONEY

cownuwnvrvc wsmg
There's nothing difficult to interpret from this DVD — it's truly
amazingSydney Pollack's The Interpreter"
DVD provides an in-depth look at everything from the making of the film
to the way real-life interpreters spend
their days at the United Nations, all
done in a considerably small amount
of special features.
Short and sweet, just the way we
like it.
With the exception of Pollack's
commentary, the features total about
an hour, but are still able to give the
audience tons of interesting information
I he film's alternate ending is quite
good — just as good, if not better, than
the one that made the final cut. It provides a powerful and emotional closure to a fifan th.it is so gripping you're
sad to see it come to an end — no matter how excellent that end may be.
The deleted scenes are ones that
were not needed to advance the movie
along. The DVD only provides three,
two of which are less than 15 seconds.
However, after you watch the movie,
you may want to check out "Dot &
Sylvia in Car," to discover some more
background information about Sean
Penn's character, Tobin Keller.
"Sydney Pollack: From Concept
to Cutting Room" is a making-of featurette that begins with Pollack sharing his life as .1 director. ,rom ms nrsl
days at acting school 'til this movie's
production. It starts out somewhat
slow, but quickly picks up with Pollack talking about what it was like to
make a movie that had no senpt when
the actors signed on, and making a
movie about several different races
without offending anvone.
"Interpreting Pan & Scan vs. Widescreen" is a must-see feature for any
DVD geek like myself. Pollack show's
how widescreen format is so much
better than full screen, and explains to
widescreen haters whv the black lines
going a* r»»ss the top and bottom of the
screen actually make the movie much
better because you get to see certain
settings and characters that enhance
the scene. Hopefully this will convert
a few full-screen junkies to the wonder of widescreen.
Audiences get an inside look at
the United Nations building with
the feature "The Ultimate Movie Set:
The United Nations.'' Some may say
it's boring, but I am the least politically minded person you could ever
meet, and I found it pretty interesting. "The Interpreter" was the first
movie ever allowed to be shot at the
actual U.N. building, and the movie
wouldn't have been nearly as good
if the U.N. was replicated on a studio stage.
The final feature, "A Day in the
Life of Real Interpreters," is a look at
actual U.N, interpreters and explains
how their (ob includes much more
than simply translating words from
one language to another.
All the features on this DVD are
definitely worth checking out. Nicole Kidman ("Bewitched") and Penn
("Mystic River") give outstanding
performances and everything Irom the
script to the soundtrack is awesome.
Compelling, gripping, emotional and
suspenseful, "The Interpreter" is a
movie that can keep anyone's attention.

Event spreads art, culture
BY BULKY M \KIIM /
COVTRIBUTISC WRTJFR

|\1l art galleries .in' teaming up with downtown
arts and cultural organizations to unite students with
the Harnsonburg community and raise awareness
about the city's art scene.
On Friday, Oct. 14, the Arts ( oundl oi the Valley
will host the semiannual Harnsonburg Museum and
l.allerv Walk. From 5 to8 p.m., art galleries, museums.
dance companies and cultural centers around Harnsonburg will open their dtxirs to the public, welcoming students, locals and visitors alike lor exhibit- and
refreshment*The Galler> Walk has been running for about three
years, and this \ ear's event teatures a number of exhibits on campus and 15 or 2*> cultural and art activities
downtown. I he majontv ot \ emus are tree, and others
have reduced admission, said Stuart Downs profCMOf
of museum studies and director of [MU's Sawhill Gallery, one ol the featured locations
The Sawhill (, alien, located in Duke Hall on South
Main Street, is a professional gallery that will featureworks from the American Institute of Graphic Arts and
Design Competition. I here will be an exhibit from the
Outdoor Sculptures Invitational on the lawn outside
Duke Hall that will include pieces from nationally renowned sculptors, including Steven Siegcl and Barton
and Met/ger
Across the street at /irkle House, JMU's student
run art gallery, there will he exhibits ot senior Ann
Cameron Seaton's painting and mixed media, and

senior Jenny Green's
photography. There
also will be an auction where actual
nieces ul artwork
will be sold, according lO senior Katie
Fox, director ot /irkle
House. Downs suggests that students
start their evening at
the JMU locations before continuing their
three-block
walk
dow ntown.
On the day of the
walk, master maps
of participating locahuns and events w ill
EVAN DYSON/Mwiof phtOKrapher
be available at each
The semi-annual Harrison burg Museum and Gallery Walk will be Friday, Oct.
venue. The venues
14 from 5 to 8 p.m. Franklin Street Gallery and the Sawhill Gallery are among
also will be marked
the venues.
with Museum and
TOP, BOTTOM LEFT: Oasis Gallery also will display art during the Gallery
Gallery Walk placards
Walk.
and balloons.
Some of the participating downtown
there is a vibrant art and cultural community in Harspots include the Oasis Gallery, the Virginia Quilt Mu- nsonburg," Downs said. "Opening their doors all on
seum, the Harnsonburg Children's Museum and the one day provides people with a chance to see how
l-ranklm Street (iallery I he hnal list of alt venues and
many art and cultural activities there are in the city
performances will be available the day of the walk.
day-to-day that they drive by and miss. It's like a big
The main purpose of the event is to show that party."

m:\ii w

'Blur' explores question of God's existence
11 >

MONICA BOOKER

OMMUTWK WRITER
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Lori Smilowitz portray* a concerned mother, while sophomore
Eric Schulman plays a -congenial clergyman who has not yet
crossed over to pure atheism."

Dot Pi Prime's world grows
dim. She can't see the concern of
her mother's face, the eye chart
at the doctor's office or even her
own feet. She's going blind. Melanie Marnich's play, "Blur," appears too simple at first glance: a
young woman who slowly loses
her eyesight. However, Marmch
imbeds a message of interrogative religious ambiguity — where
is God in a world that victimizes
the innocent?
Sophomore Eric Schulman
plavs lather CTHara, the most
blatant example o( Marnich's
underlying disdain toward organized religion. Alter hearing that
Dot, his tavonte 10ntess10n.1l
visitor, will soon go blind. Father
CTHara s«|uerv into Cod's |ustice
propels him to make a drastic decision to leave the church:
"There is no hell," he said.
"It's |ust something someone
made up to keep us in line."
Schulman was convincing in
showing Ins character's agnosti-

cism. He created a congenial clergyman who has not yet crossed
over to pure atheism.
Lori Smilowitz plays Dot's
mother, an overbearing woman
who stifles her daughter's progression into adulthood. As an
adult student at JMU, Smilowitz said, "Oftentimes, I feel like
the square peg in a round hole
in a class full of young people.
1 haven't felt out of place once
with this cast and crew."
Though
Smilowitz
attempted to portray a concerned
mot tier, she only appeared twodimensional. Throughout the
show her character struggles
with the horrendous truth that
she is the carrier of a genetu
eye disease, which her daughter contracted. Struggling with
her guilt. Dot's mother questions her past actions and the
role that the Catholic faith once
had in her life.
Smilowitz's
charactenza
tion was flat and unchanging;
her vocal intonation also never
fluctuated. However, Smilowitz
did have a very natural mater-

nal presence on stage though
she was not able to work with it
during the performance.
On the other hand, senior
Lyndsey Cole as Dot glues the
play's action together fairly
seamlessly. She plays a younger
woman effectively without overdramatization (as some actors

may do when playing younger
parts). Cole shows the audience a gradual character maturity, which the text requires. Although she might go completely
blind. Dot manages to shed some
light into her own personal
see BLUK, page 12

iAX'RAHVGHFS'amiribulinsr'"'''^"1!^''

"Blur," the story of a girl who Is slowing going blind, will be In
Latlmer-Schaeffer Theatre until Oct. 8.
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Thirty Thousand Titles*50 Different Categories

All 60% to 90% off retail

_Ashby.

Cross ing
Reason #
2,214,687,005
to live at Ashby!

October 8 thru 23
Open Only During Scheduled Doles from

9AM-7PM

Daily

Open Columbui Day, Monday, Oct. 10hS from °AM-7mi

2006 Calendars
•rVWnWri
•CoUmlg,
o/ftjrV
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•Seswopevs
Imvei

Special Interest
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Mature
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forced Oossics,
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Our Awesome Workout Room!

j WIN a '250 BOOKFAIR Shopping Spree

'leaslcseieAcetlhs l»<>
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eor el eefcet checkout wee dumcj ow
www gybookfair com/jmu
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Located 15 minutes south ol JMU. take
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Lose Your Freshman 15 in
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Don't Wait to Fill Out an Application Today!
Rent includes:
-Free Cable
-Free Phone
-Free Ethernet

80O385'009v

I191 Devon Lane

BOOKFAIR

Harrisonburg, VA

432-1001

Ml. Crawford, VA 2 2 8 4 l

Share your space, but live on your own.

All '(irnnhings ptctucad art from Wal-Mart

Get everything for your dorm room at Walmart.com and still afford tuition.

WAL-MART
ALWAYS LOW PRICES
ftjtjtf
Vtotemortc
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Spaghettifest to rock The Cove
Weekend-long festival to feature local bands
n CAMII THCHHIT
CONTRIBUTING MUTE*

Looking for something lo do this weekend to
escape the madness of Family Weekend? You're in
luck. This weekend's Spaghettifest will provide you
with a great source of musical entertainment. Spaghettifest is an annual weekend-long concert featuring a vanety of bands from Hamsonburg, and surrounding area. The concert will take place on Ocl 7
and 8 at The Cove Campground in Gore, Va.
The Cove is just an arm's reach away from Winchester. If for some reason you would need a break
from the awesome musical entertainment there are
other non-musical options. The campground offers
numerous fishing spots, endless hiking trails and a
cozy lakeside beach. All of its 3,000 acres of beautiful land makes for the ultimate environment.

This will be the third year that the festival has
rocked The Cove. It will feature numerous bands
that would appeal to any and all funk lovers. Every minute there are new bands being added to the
line-up. A few of the regional acts that will be taking the stage are: Midnight Spaghetti k the Chocolate G-Strings, Walnut Grove Band, Tru Groov and
JMU's very own Dangus Kahn and the Tornadoes.
Midnight Spaghetti, the band in charge of the
event, will be rocking the stage in two back-to-back
sets on Saturday night.
Tickets are $25 pre-sale and $30 at the door, so
make sure to plan ahead. Also, for those that plan
to take advantage of the gorgeous campgrounds,
there is a $20 camping fee. Tickets can be purchased at Plan 9 right here in me 'Burg, as well
as online by visiting the Spaghettifest Web site at
spaghfllifesl.com.

BLUR: Audience left in dark
BLUR, from page 9

K AISA I SON , unlribulinR photographer

Junior Will Schneider, guitarist and vocalist of Dangus Kahn and the Tornadoes, will perform
with his band at this year's Spaghettffest. Schneider and his bandmates. Brad Frost and Dan
Kahn, are scheduled to take the stage at 1:30 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 8.

hell by finding friends and a lover.
"I could see his face even in the dark — I
thought that meant something good." Dot claims
towards the shows denouement.
Cole made Dot choose to not be a victim of
a higher power (whether that higher power is
the absence of God in the play, the blindness or
both). Through the use of a guest doctor specialist on Leber's Optic Atrophy, Cole studied the
physics of those affected with the disease.
"People with Leber's tend to turn their heads
to different angles to try to see things better as
the blindness progresses because their eyes pro-

cess the light better in certain angles," she said.
"So, I try to think about that when on stage."
Mamich's "Blur" provides no answers to the
underlying questions it proposes. Dot does not
summarize her relationship with God in one easy
serving. Instead, "Blur" leaves the audience to
interpret its message of blindness and beyond.
"Blur" shows at the LatimerShaeffer Theatre
in Duke Hall this week, Tuesday through Saturday,
October 4 through 8 at 8 pjn. Tickets can be purchased in the Masterpiece Season Box Office in
Harrison Hall; tickers are $8 for general admission
and $6 for children under 12 and [AC Card holders.

WHAI 5 UUlN ON JOHN"' Here's what's happening in the'Burg this weekend!

MUSIC

^f LEISURE

Thursday, October 6
• Live music at the Artful Dodger
• Andrew Gregory performing at Dave's Downtown Taverna
• Jimmy O performing at Finnigan's Cove
• Karaoke and Virginia Coalition performing at The Pub
Friday. October 7
• Live music at Cups To Go from 8 to 11 p.m.
• Todd Schlabach performing at Finnigan's Cove
• Latino Night at La Hacienda
• College Night at The Pupuseria hosted by DJ Hypnotiq. Free admission
with JAC Card. Specials from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.
• Mia Jones and No Luv performing at The Pub
• Yesterday, the No. I Beatles show in the world, at 8 p.m. in Wilson Hall. Purchase reserved tickets early at x8700O.All seats reserved.Adults: $24; Se
niors: $20; Children: $ 12. Shuttle bus available from CISAT Lot C-10.

Soturdoy, October 8
• Street Legal performing at Dave's Downtown Taverna
• Latino Night at La Hacienda
• Latin Girls' Party Night at The Pupuseria from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.
• Junk Food, D.C.'s favorite dance cover band, performing at The Pub
Sunday, October 9
• Open DJ at the Artful Dodger: Bring your own vinyl
• International Night at La Hacienda
• Staats and Schaefer: Mandolin and guitar duo performing at 7:30 p.m. at
Court Square Theater

KUver

Thursday, October 6
• Gold Crown Billiards 8-Ball Tournament starting at 7:30 p.m.
•Thursday "Night Rides" with the Shenandoah Mountain Bike Club.
Visit shenandoahmountainbikeclub.com for more information.
Friday, October 7
• Friday Six-Pack Downhills brought to you by the Shenandoah Mountain
Bike Club. Meet at the Food Lion on Rt_ 42 at 3 p.m. for exciting downhill
mountain-biking fun.

^ART
• Sawhill Gallery Exhibition 365: AIGA Annual Design Competition.The
American Institute of Graphic Arts showcasing the best in American design.
Exhibit is in Duke Hall from noon to 5 p.m. through Oct 14.

THEATER
• School of theatre and dance presents "Blur" at Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre in Duke
Hall at 8 p.m. through Oct. 8. $8 general admission. $6 with JAC Card. For ticket
information, call the JMU Masterpiece Season Box Office at x87000.

Ml SHOP
• Function 4 Sports Grand Opening Party: catered food, mini skate park,
bands and a storewide sale.
• Fall Bulb Sale at the Edith J. Carrier Arboretum pavilion from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m
• Green Valley Book Fair open 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. through Oct. 23. Located at
2192 Green Valley Lane in Mt. Crawford. Call 1-800-385-0099 for more
information.

B Harrisonburg's
& B TOBACCO
CO.
Newest Provider of Premium Cigars
540-438-8800

AL-WAHA
NAKHIA

NOW RENTING for 2006-07!
Various apartments, townhouses and houses.
Group or Individual leases ... YOU choose!

www.tanglesdayspa.netfirms.com

/<2»

<fe|

Wafrz-'lm WeCcome $£&. Jf\

432-5544

MfoMSf/)

C-TpC!^

Located above Dairy Queen jtt^i jl/r<a
^
810 Port Republic Rd. Suite M^"7/V^{T
Harrisonburg VA 22801
^J

tt Partial Jll^llh./lll
tttfaiKUtf

>4>' .'•'

ifBiiiim Wax

$20.00 +

* i Hi'in' 'Mosuw

- 10:00
flO.00
(20.00

* Mmi. in.'
♦ i'.'.li, in.'

' SSA

F

-"

^ SiLT™
AVAILABLE p^H
INCLUDING

^

CIGAR

8. PIPE CLUE

bandbtobacco.com

(540) 432-7990

RT Computer Systems

f!5 ,v

* M,'iir/i (inliMiit.,1

Full Service Salon

TWENTY ...Kirn
DF

Store Hours: Tues - Sat: 11am-7pm
2035-51 East Market Street (Beside Kohl's)

www.rinerrentals.com

* to /.in Sessions

COHIBA
CAO GISPERT
AVO
ROMERO YJULIETA
PUNCH
ARTURO FUENTE
PADRON
ASHTON

-I...V

'Ask about body wraps1.

Computer Systems, Parts. Peripherals and Services
&.
Harrisonburg's Favorite Computer Store!

Your One-Stop Computer Solution
Quality Brands at Low Prices; Expert Advice from a Knowledgeable Staff
Expert Computer Upgrades & Repair Service

STUDENT, FACULTY & STAFF DISCOUNT
with proper ID (Labor only)

(540) 442-7335
Hours: Monday-Friday 9am- 6pm Saturday 10am-5pm
Ri 33 m ine Mogei Shopping Center. Ne.i lo Plan 9 Music
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SOS Advertising

<*>

CUSTOM PRINTED EVERYTHING
Licensed to Print and Embroider JMU Names and Logos
Lowest Prices Guaranteed, We Match or Beat Any Price
Fastest Turn Around Time and Largest Selection of Items
T Shirts. Polos. Sweatshirts. Hats ■ Search for SOS On GoLook0n.com
Ladies Apparel, Athletic Apparel I JMU's Favorite Online Resource for
Magnets. Pens, Glassware, Cups I Businesses. Events, Menus & Coupons
110 Wait GtacaSt...!
Ottice flioM 442-9226
lot'Oadiliaattm com

Mond., (.id., Sam 5»m
Enalaot and Waakands
By Appointment Of Chanca

MONDAY:
Si. 00 off Burgers
Monday Night Football
Frequent Fan Club

BUFFALO WILD WING,
"^» GRILL* BAR «^

TUESDAY:
35C Wings
All Day, All Night!

WEDNESDAY:
50C Legs
Guys Night Out
"-

FRIDAY:
$1.00 off Quesadillas
& Nachos
Girl's Night Out

THURSDAY:
50C Boneless Wings
Karaoke 8pm-12am

SATURDAY & SUNDAY:
Follow all your favorite College and NFL
teams at the ONLY Sports Bar in townl

d

"?*'""
JJHL"
cm ih«(»

WELCOME PARENTS!

m™"".
JMU I nan

1007 South Main Harrisonburg, Va 22801

438-9790

Hair Corral

on 42 South a short distance from Super-Walmarc Dayton, VA 540-879-2557

FLAVORS OF THE WEEK:

i^iJU

Buy One
Cone or Cup
& Get One

South Main St: 0

FREE!

Downtown:

Waffle Cones .55 Extra
1 coupon per person
58 E. Wolfe St. £r 2425 5. Main St, Harrisonburg

540-434-6980

540-434-4014

Expires 10.16.05
rfburg Stores Only

Pamper your pets at
Valley Vetst
|

Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal • Medical Surgery
Boarding • Grooming
43 3-VETS

498 University Blvd.

Across from COSTCO

SPORTS
Thoughts
on a trip
to NYC

Matthew Stoss, Editor
Meagin Mihalko. Assistant Editor

breezesports&hotmailxom
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Madison stumbles to 11th place
Dukes second-tolast in Joe Agee
Invitational Tuesday

Two Rivers Country Club Course.
Madison finished with a threeround score of 893 on the par-72 course.
As a team, the Dukes shot 302-297-294
round by round on 6,868-yard course.
Tournament champion George
Washington Univer-

Football not
only difference
between states
So, I write sports. But I'm
still a girl, therefore, I still notice girly things.
I like football a lot, and I
know that it isn't all about the
glory of the game and beautiful
play-action passes and defensive stands m the red zones.
Sometimes it's about guidos.
And this past weekend
when I had the joy of visiting
the great state of New York, it
was more apparent than ever.
New York — The Empire
State. An empire of guidos.
Maybe it's because of shows
like "Growing up Gdtti", or
"The Sopranos," or maybe it's
because at heart I am a Jersey
girl, being born in northern
New Jersey and all. But that
certain New York/New Jersey
style is so easy to pick out, and
it's one thing you don't see a
lot of here in Harrisonburg.
I'm not hating on Jersey, I'm
simply observing, so chill.
When you go to a JMU football game, you see kids clad in
purple and gold t-shirts, face
paints, girls baring their stomachs and girls wearing Justin
Rascati jerseys (regardless of
the fact that they probably
don't realize whose jersey they
are wearing). Basically, you can
see the pattern here...lots of
girls, and then the fraternity
kids with the worn-in white
baseball hats with the standard
purple and gold embroidered
JMU.
In New York, it's different.
I'm not saying that the crowd
is made up of Tony Sopranos
with leather jackets, half buttoned shirts over wife beaters
and gold chains ... welt I kind
of am, but it's not as extreme.
At Hofstra, the kids who actually showed up to the game
were a different kind of football breed. The guys were all
in uniform, and not football
uniforms. There were no khaki
shorts and Hofstra T-shirts, no
hooded sweatshirts, no blue
and yellow beads. It was more
like a fashion show.
Every guy walking across
the bleachers walked with a
swagger that shouted, "Come
Mi hOW good I look."
Good, may be one way
to describe them. However,
I would probably choose the
word metrosexua) over good,
have to give the

WILLIAMSBURG — In its second tournament of the year, the JMU
men's golf team couldn't build on its
third-place finish in the season-opening Towson Fall Invitational.
On Monday, the Oukes travelled
across the state for the Joe Agee Invitational and came up short, finishing 11 th
in the 12-team field at Williamsburg's

sitv finished with a Mnn'r
score of 285-288-292 JJJJ' *
— 865. The Colo- uOlf
nials also took first
place individuality as Brian Carroll
led.the field with rounds of 70-72-68
to finish 6-under par.

For the Dukes, senior Joe Scheffres
led the way, finishing 4-over whose best

round was a par-72 His three-round total was 210, which was good enough
to finish 18th out of
the 64*player individual competition.
Also
placing
for the Dukes were
senior Jay Lindell
and
sophomore
Scott Marino, who
were among the
eight players tied
for 27th place.
Both finished with
8-over 223s. Lin- Scheffres
dell's best round was 1 under 71 in

the final round and Marino's was a
second-round par.
JMU's next tournament is their
own. The Dukes host the JMU Invitational Monday and Tuesday at Lakeview Golf Course. The two-day event
will have a field of 13 teams and tees
off at 8 a.m.
Joe Scheffres 75-73-72 — 220 (+4),
Scott Marino 76-72-75 — 223 (+8),
Jay Lindell 77-75-71 — 223 (+8), Tim
Driver 77-77-76 — 230 (+13), Michael
Chupka 74-79-84 — 237 (+20).

The Maine event

— from staff reports

Dukes
shut out
Patriots
JMU picks up
conference win
on road Sunday
FAIRFAX — The JMU women's soccer team posted its second shut out of the season when
they beat George Mason University 3-0 Sunday at Mason.
It was the Dukes' second consecutive shutout of the season.
Senior
midfielder
Karly
Skladany netted JMU's first goal
10 minutes and 22 seconds into
the game. Skladany knocked in a
rebounded ball past GMU goalkeeper Kasey Davenport. Freshman midfielder KJmmy Germain
had the assist.
While Skladanv's goal would
have been enough for the win,
sophomore forward Annie Lowry came back in the second half to
score the Dukes' other two goals.
Lowry's first goal came off an
assist from freshman midfielder
Teri Maykos-

ki. HVT second |*i**»*»<*i«F«
goal came af- "011160 S
ter she took a SoCCer

'S-5""1

shot

Su^y"
"

after a pass
from sophomore
for*
ward Vanessa

FILE PHOTO
JMU * L.C. Bakar reels a touchdown catch with style In last Saturday's Atlantic 10 fame against Hofstra.

Dukes host Black
Bears in conference
matchup at home
BY MEAGAN MIHALKO
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

• The JMU football team will host its
first sold-out game of the season when
it plays the University of Maine Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
Coming off of a successful campaign in Hempstead, NY, the Dukes
will look to play another game similar

to the one they played against Hofstra
— a complete one.
While JMU's point total in the Hofstra game shows the success the Dukes
had on offense, the
defensive game was P(M)fha||
the most important
aspect: JMU held the Saturday
Pfide to a mere 10 Maine at JMU
points and 300 total 1 30pm
offensive yards.
Bndg«forth
The Dukes hope Stadium
to continue that this
weekend, drawing from the success
that their linebackers, in particular,
demonstrated against the Hofstra offense.

"You have to credit our defensive
players, to limit Hofstra to 300 yards,"
coach Mickey Matthews said. "We
played hard on defense."
Although the JMU defense did
score a touchdown off of senior defensive tackle Chuck Suppon's interception, the offense proved to be perfectly
capable. Junior quarterback Justin
Rascati threw for 174 yards and three
touchdowns while completing of 8 of
10 passes.
'This was the first game where Justin made plays to win the game," Matthews said.
see MAINE, page H

JMU
GMU

3
0

Brizzi. Lowry's second goal came
with one minute and 29 seconds
left in the game.
Lowry and Skladany had
four shots a piece and accounted
for half of JMU's total shots.
Despite being outshot by the
Patnots 16-15, the Dukes managed to hold off Mason.
|MU senior goalie Jessica
Hussey had season-high tying
seven saves, and completed her
18th complete-game shutout.
The Dukes improved to 7-4-0
overall and 2-1-0 in the Colonial
Athletic Association. Mason fell
to 5-6-0 overall and 1-2-0 in conference play.
JMU is next in action tomorrow when it hosts Georgia State
University at JMU Soccer Complex for another CAA game.
Game time is at 7 p.m.
- from staff rrports

MEAGAN MIHALKO

gelled hair. Very gelled hair. Let's
not forget the standard white KSwiss kicks, and if those are too
casual, the black leather squaretoed shoes will do.
As I sat up in the press box,
I found my eyes wandering
from the field to the sidelines
to the stands, just to see how
manv of these types I could
pick out.
It was like a mini game of
"Where's Waldo?" Only it was
"where's the guido?" But it
was too easy. There were tons
of them.
OK, so I know you're probably like, "Why wasn't this girl
watching the football game?"
But, come on! We only
scored one touchdown in the
first half, and we won the game
42-10.
Hofstra's quarterback didn't
even play in the fourth quarter
because we beat him up so badly, so at some point it's OK to
say to yourself, "I think we're
going to win this one,"
Yes, I admit, maybe I should
have paid more attention to the
football game, but you know
who else should have?
Hofstra.
Oh, but wait, that's right,
they were too busy gelling
their hair.
Meagan Mihalko is a junior
SMAD major.

JMU to host Hens
Women's volleyball team
prepares for CAA foes
this weekend at home
■¥

JOHN GAUE

SENIOR WRITE*

After suffering two straight losses on the
road, JMU volleyball will look to rebound at
home against the University of Delaware and
Towson University.
Home-court advantage has played well
in the Dukes' favor. They are 5-1 in Ciodwin
Hall, while their road record sits at 3-3.
"We. want to continue to be successful at
home," coach Disa Garner said. "Our gym is
hard to play in — it's warm."
Not only does the heat affect the opposition, but it can get loud.
"When we get a big crowd, it's really hard
to beat us," senior setter Krysta Cannon said.
"It's so small in there. Fans are really close to
the court and it makes the other team a little
nervous."
The Dukes are currently in the middle of
the pack in the Colonial Athletic Association
at No. 5. Before the two road losses to the College of William & Mary and Virginia Commonwealth University, the Dukes were on a

JMU's Emllee
Hussack goes
tor spike.
Hussack and
the Dukes
take on
Delaware
and Towson
this weekend
In Godwin
Gymnasium.

five-game winning streak. Additionally, the
Dukes feel like they let last week's games get
away from them and that they didn't necessarily lose to better teams.
"This year our conference is really messed
up and any team can beat any team on any
night," Cannon said. "It's so competitive this
year that you have to be on the ball every
single night. If we take care
of our teams at home, then
we can definitely get to the Women's
CAA tournament. Anyone Volleyball
can win from there."
Delaware is a team that Friday
many had winning the con- D*lawan» at JMU
ference this year, according 7 p.m
to caasports.com. However, Godwin Hall
they have gotten off to a Gymniiium
rocky start with a 2-5 record.
According to Garner, one big reason was that
their senior middle Mocker Niecy Taylor was
suffering from an injury. However, when the
Dukes face off against Delaware, Taylor will
be back.
"We will be seeing a more energized Delaware," Garner said. "We don't want the standings to fool anyone
Towson is looking strong in the CAA.
They are at 6-1 in conference and are a game
back from No. 1 Hofstra University (7-1). JMU
played Hofstra tight in early September, but
tee HOME, page 14

mi mum
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MAINE: JMU to
host Black Bears
MAINE, from page 13
Maine is ranked second in
While that sounds similar the Atlantic ltts total defento what started happening last sive standings. The University
season, Matthews is quick to of Massachusetts is No. 1. The
dismiss comparisons of the cur- Black Bears also are No. 4 in redrent squad to the 2004 national zone defense.
In addition to the defense,
champioaship team.
"I don't compare this season the Dukes will have to keep a
to last season," Matthew, Mid close eye on the Black Bears'
"At the half on Saturday, we quarterback Ron Whitcomb and
had a great look in our eyes. 1 his receivers.
"Their receivers are as good
didn't know if we were going to
win, but I knew we were going as anyone's," Matthews said.
"Offensively they have so much
to play well."
Obviously, playing well is speed, they have the ability to
something the Dukes would make big plays."
One area to look for Maine
like to continue doing.
Maine currently sits at 2-2 making big plays is on special
with losses to the University ot teams. Junior kick and punt reNebraska and the University of turner Arel Gordon is tneir top
Richmond. However, the Black returner. He has returned eight
Bears cannot be underestimated kicks for 191 yards. Gordon was
also named the A-10 Special
bv any means.
When the Dukes faced Teams Player of the Week this
Maine last year, JMU was able past week for his 57-vard punt
to squeak by the Black Bears 24- return against Albany.
For the Dukes, special teams
20 and at one point |MU trailed
20-10. The game ended in dra- coverage is one area Matthews
matic fashion with then-junior would like to work on.
"We didn't cover real well on
wide out D.D. Boxlev catching
a 23-vard touchdown pass from Saturday," Matthews said. "We
Rascab with 48 seconds to play. need to break down and get betMichael (ackson might have ter players on kick returns."
As has been the case all seareferred to that game as a thriller.
While JML leads the series 6- son, Matthews still is concen4, Maine has been a thorn in Madi- trating on making the Dukes the
best team they can be.
son's side for the past few years.
"I would sav we are one of
Defensively, Maine has been
more than solid this season.
the top 10 teams in the country
right
now," Matthews said.
When they played Albany
last weekend, they did not al- "But we still have to play a coulow Albany to get a first down ple more games until we really
in the first half, Matthew* Mid
know how good we are."
Kickoff is at 130 p.m. at
"Statistically they're better
than us," Matthews said.
Bndgeforth Stadium.

NCAA
Georgia @ Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Georgia

Tennessee

Georgia

Ohio State @ Penn State

Penn State

Penn State

Ohio Stale

Ohio State

Penn State

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

JMU

JMU

JMU

JMU

JMU

New England

Atlanta

Washington

Washinqton

Oklahoma @ Texas
Maine @ JMU

NFL
New England @ Atlanta

New England

New England

Atlanta

Washington Q Denver

Washington

Denver

Washington

Chicago Q Cleveland

Cleveland

Cleveland

Chicago

Cleveland

Chicago

Pittsburgh @ San Diego

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Pimbuigh

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh
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FOOTBALL

PICKS
OF we
WEEK
Sciwm lofjl...
LMtWrafc.
win FerccMajc-

goals with three this season.
Junior Kurt Morsink and
Ogunsula led JML with three shots
each against
the Patriots.
Junior
goalie Kevin
Trapp had
three saves
for the Dukes.
His most important save
came 83 minutes into the
headed toward the comer of the
goal. Trapp made a diving save to
preserve the shutout

0

"
Captain
22-18
6-2
.550

m ■LB
*™ Pf
EJ
Grasshopper
22-18
6-2
S50

Green Party
21-19
4-4
.525

ft
l^slW

Uf
Beanie
24-16
5 3
.600

™
Guest
19 21
62
.475

Yep, I'm picking against the Skins. 1 m going to go with Penn State again, got 'em right last week
— and I'm going to keep my faith in Joe Pa. The Captain usually copies all of my picks, but this week
Denver will be tru. Jecidine factor. 1 you have any games you'd like to see in Picks o( the Week (eel
free to e-mail me at breezesporHWhotmail.com. Maybe I'll listen to you. — Meagan

HOME: Volleyball continues conference play
HOME, from page 13
en^upk*iT^mfive^nes.)\jstrvtxrafy}iob/n
dealt the Tigers thtirtvuVkasuf the season in Tows' n bringing their 29 hc.me game winning streak
to an end.
'Tnwsnn, for the last two years has heen the
favorite," Cannon said. '1 don't trunk we've even
beaten them in the Last two years. Last year they
went undefeated in aitiference and they've lost a

Soccer shuts out GMU;
improves to 5-3-1 overall
The JMU men's soccer team
equaled their female counterparts
in their 3-0 shutout of George Mason University at the JMU Soccer
Complex Sunday afternoon.
Junior Tomiwa Ogunsula
scored the first goal of the competition. He scored on a 16-yard turnaround shot to the far post. It was
too much for GMU freshman goalkeeper Enc Barnes.
Madison freshman Kyle Morsink scored the Dukes' second goal
on a breakaway from 18 yards out.
lunior Mike hidden ham finished
off the scoring for JMU with a shot
from 13 yards out off a crossing
pass from junior Mike Raskys.
luddenham leads the I Hikes in

aajjaaji

Madison and Mason both received two yellow cards each, and
GMU senior defender Anthony
Noriega was issued a red card in
the second half. Mason was forced
to play one man down for a majority of the second half.
The Dukes improved their record to 5-3-1 overall and 1-1-0 in
the Colonial Athletic Association.
Mason fell to 4-4-1 overall and 0-11 in conference play.
They will next travel to Atlanta
to take on CAA opponent Georgia
State University.
The Panthers are >6-0 overall
and 1-1-0 in the CAA.

bunch of people."
Towson was certainly not the favohte coning
into this season due to these losses; howevet they
are continuing to play wefl. They have yet to play
JMU this season.
'TTowsonl is having a good year arming off
graduation," Corner said. "|But| they're beatable.''
The Dukes are looking to not. mlv get back to
winning, but also make a jump in the standing*

with the tiurftvrie hente stetch enrung up The
top ax teams get into the CAA tournament and
fifth place is not where JMU wants to be.
"Y\fc want to put ourselves in the best positkvt
posabk*,'Garner said. "\fe don't want to |»ttlel*
number five"
The Dukes will be in action this week on Friday
and Saturday at 7 pm in Godwin, taking on Delaware and Towson, respectively.

Yellow Cab
(540)434-2515

Prompt Courteous Srm
W Mows a da* 7 days a

Go downhill...for fun!

— from stuff reports

Tubing

MassanuttenV^terf^rk

Fn6-8pm
Sat noon-2 pm A 641 pan
Sunnoon-2pm
through Oct 30
Grass skangft
mountain boartikng
Sundays starling Oet 9

Year-Round Fun at this Indoor/Outdoor Park

NOW ACCEPTING
APPLIC ATIQNS
Lifeguards
Water Attendants
Guest Services Agents
Arcade Attendants
Food & Beverage

Jast $10 for a two-boar sessatm.
Call aboat private parties.
Check oal oar glass skiaag. raoaabaa
boardrag aad sight smag lift rides too.
Caaaras aaatartr. No J|*T ■■/ <annr arttaW.

APPLY TODAY!
Call (540) 289-4939

IMI«.W C»l«l.RAri«
Featuring: Interactive Flay, Wave (tool. Tube Slides. Flow Rider, Body Slides, Kids Pool and much more

noon to 230 pm
trough October 30
21

I

BRYCE

RESORT

RancVA

TIUAIS TIKI BARS

Own Your Own Tiki Bar Hu*s

ft Alone.
Scared.
Pregnant?
Free and Confidential
Pregnancy Tests

Harrisonburg Pregnancy Center

Call 434-7528

t

8oin. X28 in. Appx. 7ft Tall
Cusstom built to fit your needs Only £500
Hand Crafted from wood and bamboo

Call 896-3589, Ask for Tina

j

CLASSIFIED
BUSCH
PASS

For Rent
TOR RENT TOWNHOUSE lo jharc
with male grad ttudent and two cats
15 min. ualk to JMU Spacious BR.
- MA. DR. W' D. pauci. diihwashct.
nil -ircc-i S350/ month • SITS deposit
Available immedialcly
E-mail August
a vmthMmjmi edu (5401 568-3474
SPRING (16 SUBLET AVAILABLE
Sunchasc
Call
(804)
814-2686
LOOKING
FOR
A
PLACE?
Stone Gate Apt. for Mill 350/electnc
1 girl roomatea. private hed/hath Call
Sarah for more into. (804) 647-9177

For Sale
TAXI COMPANY FOR
Marty. 435-7433. leave

SAM < ill
a message

ROLLING STONES 4 Us. 10/06- Scott
Stadium Sec. 105. row WW-S1000.00
Call after 6:00 p.m. (434) 296-0515
2 TICKETS FOR ROLLING STONES
Concert. October 6. Charlotiesville.
$200 total
Call
540-476-4551
WANT
TO
LOOK
ft
FEEL
HF.AI TIMER? Try
"The Greateat
Vitamin
in
the
World"
with
scientifically proven organic ingredients'
www AmcrtcanVitaminSiore com

GARDEN
$55
(S40)

TWO-DAY
908-445*

Help Wanted
BAKIhNI)IN(i!
No experience
provided (800)

$250/dav
necessary
965-6520

potential
I taming
fcxt 212

GET PAID TO THINK! Make $75 taking
online surveys
www cathloapendcom
STOP BEING A PATHETIC LOSER
www.JerkMoaey.com
(ikAI-HK ( OMK
ARTIS1
wanted
lo design characters, draw comics, and
assist with other graphical needs for
small amusement company. Pirate and
occan-themed mainly (S40) 607-6670
MOVING HELP Help move some
furniture on 10/08 starting at 10
J m
Looking for 2-3 guys that can
do some lifting • lhould take about
1-2 hours.
$50 per person
E-mail
if
interested:
mbaam I(4yahoo.com
INFANT
CHILDCARE
NEEDED
starting January 2006 in llarrisonburg
home
28-36 hours per
week
during
the day
(540) 271-1770
MERCY HOUSE THRIFT STORE
needs responsible Pan-Timc/Eull-Timc
workers. ..Drivers.
I abor
Cashiers,
Pncers Apply 1005 S High St. Hbg

MAR BLOCK - F.MP OPPORTUNITY
I earn taxes and earn money Classeshegin
10/10. Accepting registrations thru 10/17
Klcxihle schedules and a positive addition
to your resume* For more information go
to hrblock.com or call (540) 776-5791
PERSON
TO
RIDE
0ATTED
HORSES.
Must
be
experienced
rider lo work horses on a regular
schedule
Please call Steve. 2*4-0111

Wanted
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR
Training for employment Bulldo/ers.
hackhoes.
loaders.
dump
Ducks,
graders, scrapers, excavators. Train in
Virginia. National certification, financial
assistance. )oh placement assistance
800-383-7364. Associated 1 raining Services
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERA.OK
Training for employment Bulldozers,
backhoes.
loaders,
dump
trucks.
graders, scrapers, excavators Train in
Virginia. Nexl class: Oct 17. National
certification.
financial
assistance,
job placement assistance. 800-3837364 Associated Training Services

Services
RIDING LESSONS boarding, shoving
Mill Creek I aim 234-9781 or 421 -5994
TAXI
VAN TRANSPORTS Ijrge
Groups Call Marty 435-RIDE Weekends

THE BREEZE

Travel
'• *l SPRING BRLAK Wr.B SiTfc!
Low prices guaranteed
Free meals
ft parties. Book II people, get I2lh
trip free' Group discounts tor 6*
wwu SpnngtircjkDiscouatscom
or
www UiswcToun com or 800-818-8202
BAHAMAS
SPRING
»RI AK
(I I lltKIIY (RIISI • ^ days from
$299! Includes meals, taxes, entry to
exclusive MTV events, heach parties
with celebrities. As seen on Real World,
Road Rules' On campus reps needed'
www.SpringBreakTtavcl.com
Spring Breakers
H..* early and uve
UM*JM I'n.o MiMiM I Vxtnul) 'in
Book 1 s ■ 2 Free Tnp, or Cash
1 r<* Mt-.ikP.inm by 11/T
Hifhtst Civniruuion
BeiR Travel Perks
,
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SPRING ItRI AK Kl I'S M BDBD lo
promote campus tripsV Organize a small
group - earn cash and free travel!! 8003 76-12 5 2
ww* vpnngbreakdircci. com

YOU

CANCUN, ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
from $499'
Travel with America's
largest
ft
ethics
award-winning
■friafl break company' Fly scheduled
airlines,
free
meals.
beverages.
biggest celebrity parties' On-campus
marketing reps needed! PromoCode. 31
www. SphagBrcakTravcl.com
l-H04)-6"K-AiHfi
or
I-919-968-8887

could be
Hoi nc|

HELP
WANTED

this

The Breeze is looking for

■TWW HI■

pintli.i som
(■—> 414-771t

PromoCode 31 Call 1-800-678-6386
SPRING BRF.AK 2006 with Student
Travel Services to Jamaica. Mexico,
Bahamas and Florida. AreyouconncctedV
Sell trips, cam cash ft travel free! Call
for group discounts. Into/reservations
800-648-4849
www.slatnvel.com
SPRING
BREAK
Early
booking
specials - Free meals & beverages - $50
deposit • group discounts. 800-2347007
www.ethUe.vi.summaioun.com

an ambitious and
outgoing salesperson
for our advertising
department. Approx. 15
hours per week. Email
the_breeze@jmu.edu
for more information.

ONLINE

SUPPORT
BREAST CANCER
AWARENESS MONTH
s McHone Jewelry hopes that everyone comes out
rt ZTA's 2nd Annual Grab a Date Auction held
October 11th 8:00p.m at the College Center

T Walk-In Haircuts

Proceeds to benefit the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation

Stylists & Barbers
We specialize in everthing to do with hair.
Accepting all major credit cards

UNIQUE NAILS ZH3 N-fP A"
(B-Ki.J V'M'if Mi")

5HD.HHZ.BBB3
Manicure $10 Pedicure $20

West Side Barbershop

(with parafin wax)

Full Set $20
Fill $13

Manicure & Pedicure $28
—Jhe LargB a"l~ Na|l

a

S a I a n in Jaiun

442.6722
Transit Bus 3
Beside Westover Park's entrance Rt. 33 West

RT's
<T chicken W &r///e
"^^na. ****>*»"

I

Standing in line to get in ?

Standing to watch the (yg^game?
i^

Get a .wnl at Luigi'd

and redt your feet!
Live Jazz - every Sat. night

***Breakfast Special***
Egg £r Cheese
on a Bagel or Biscuit

ONLY $0.99!!!

Texad Hold'em Tuesday** s^
95 South Main St.

Served ALL day Saturday and Sunday
Add Bacon, Ham, or Sausage for $1 more

No Buy-in Necessary
Cash Prize! Winner take ALL.

Harrltonburg, VA 32801

Late night menu available until 1am

54O-442-9923
Open 11am - 2am
7 days a week

Lunch buffet Mon-fri 11am to 2pm
05-99*11 you can eat -J1 OFF w/student ID.)

Now offering FREE DELIVERY!
Monday - Friday 7am 8pm
Saturday 9am 8pm • Sunday 11 am 4pm
438-0080
120 University Blvd. (Up from Regal Cinemas)

Duff hour Mon-fri 6:30 to 7:30

V

"V v Bridled CavemsV
540-896-2283

Incredible beauty presented in Its NATURAL COLORS!
Virginia's longest caverns tour -- 1 hour 15 minutes.
Walk almost a mile inside Massanutten Mountain. 55° cave.

BRING AD TO RECIEVE:

* 2.00 OFF EACH AMJIT
* 1.00 OFF EACH CHILD
One coupon good for entire group. Expires 12/31/2006

DIRECTIONS: 1-81 North to Exit 257
Turn Right at end of ramp onto US Rt 11 N
4 Miles to Entrance on Right

■A TV
I

SNEAKERS OR LOAFERS STRONGLY SUGGESTED ALSO A SWEATSHIRT

O 7Y\

-o

HA

^ v

1800 Endless Caverns Rd.
New Market, Va 22844

n

A

OPEN 9:OOam to 5:OOpm (October)
9:OOam to 4:OOpmi (November
inuwiiiutrr - March)
mairi.ii/
(later In summer)

S

AA,..A..._J
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XIGHT

G1EAT
WOK
ORIENTAL GOVttMET
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Harrisonburg Crossing
Shopping Center
Across from new Wall

Use your JAC
Off-Campus!

Free Ddivcnj
_

AREA BUSINESSES:

(Minimum Required)
(Limited Delivery Area)

>»540) 422-7200

Are you ready to make
the most out of your
FLEX machine?
Contact The Breeze to
be featured in our
FLEX Spotlight!
568-6127

$ I 9.99 only

Two Lanne Chicken Emiiees
One Lanije side Lo Mem and Rice
One Lamje Soup'
Ei# Rolls (4) OR Cnab Ranwons (6)
"Cho»oe of Wonton soup, Eogdrop Soup or Hot and Sour
soup Expires on 10/15/2005 One coupon per party visit
Substitute of beef or shrimp entnse(s) extra Must present
this offer when ordering Not valid with any other offer.

*OPEN LATE*

UNIVERSITY OUTPOST
•on mxm BOOKSTORE*
WELCOME PARENTS AND
FAMILIES!!!
£" KI

VCome Celebrate the w M
move with us!
mi
Discounts, Prizes, Food, and Fun!

^ p»f

GO
-*...»**. University Outpost
DUKES!A''^|an^

In the parking lot of our New Location!

540.432.0287
www.universityoutpost.com

1-81

Days Inn

Fores, Hills

Qld

^^^

NEW
LOCATION!

■
a

r
Port Republic Rd

3 fThe Breeze

|

J£ DISCOVER
(
FAMILY WEEKEND
J
-%

Your guide to downtown locations and the Valley's best-kept secrets.

^^k^^^fc

f
i

Top 10 places to miss I Campus changes. I Virginia's Finest. I The Valley's best
the crowds. Page 3
I Page 9
I Page 5
I adventures. Page 6

C
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The names they are a-changin'
Family Weekend
to be all-inclusive
■v

HAU CHII I

cof.TR/Bi/nvc wjwni
Each year, JML students welcome family members to campus fur "Parents Weekend" — a weekend planned with varioui
events for students and their families to
enjoy together. This year, the tradition has
undergone a change, a name change.
The annual event is now called "Family Weekend," and hopes to be more welcoming — not just to parents, but to other
family members as well.
The Name Change
According to Sherry King, director of
Parent Relations, the structure of the socalled "tradibonar family does not always
include a mother, father and biological children. Families nowadays may consist of a
single parent step-parents or step-siblings.
'Today, the modem paradigm is the
blended family/" King said. "Changing the name Parents Weekend' to 'Family Weekend' encourages members of the
'blended family' to participate in activities
offered throughout the weekend."
The idea for a name change originated
last summer during freshman orientation.

At one of the orientation events, a parent
had asked if brothers, sisters, grandparents or stepchildren could attend "Parents
Weekend." As a result. King submitted a
proposal to her vice president to change
the name. It was later approved by the senior .id ministration
|MU President Linwood Rose agrees
the new name was a good suggestion.
"I frankly thought it was an appmpnate change since it really has been a 'family
weekend' all along," Rose said. "It is a great
opportunity for younger siblings to see
where their older bruther or sister now lives,
and it also gives them a glimpse of college
life. I doubt that we will attract many grandparents, but the more, the merrier."
The History
The original "Parents Weekend" was
not an entire weekend, but rather a daylong event. This tradibon began before the
university even had a football team. Ray
Sonner, a vice president of the university at
the fame, initiated the first "Parents Day."
It was an opportunity for parents to
come to campus and visit their child. Then1
were no gab dinners, no musical concerts
— just some receptions and opportunities
for parents to meet with faculty.
In the early '70s, a football team was
established at the university, and thus became a part of "Parents Day." In the mid'80s, Gary Smallwood of the University
Advancement Division expanded the tra-

'^iljlGiloiPQ

WELCOME BACK
COLLEGE STUDENTS!!!

' »»» n—u. V «-■»
LAUNDROMAT AND DRY CLEANERS

"Pigs Are Beautiful"

IUIHH! RANCH
|Good Food ... Quick Service
Highway 11 North
Harrisonburg, Virginia
• Featuring Ribeye Steaks

®Wash*

■Take-out Service

50% off Brand Name Clothing Everyday
Holhstrr
Abfirmmbir

FREE DRY!

Gap

■Catering
Open
Monday - Wednesday: 11 am - 8 p.m.
Thursday 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Fnday and Saturday: 11 am • 1030p.m
Sunday - 11 am -9pm.
TaHohun. (MOI 434-3296 F«» IS401434-7Sal

(mm B lbs.)

()ld Navy
DNKV

3 pe. Upholstered furniture $470.(K)
KJik Klak Beds 'sofa/bed combo) $282.00
l-mi|)> and Rugs

"to. ! «*<J -«l*n ! I Here tor druti

OPEN 7AM-10PM 7 Days ■ Wse*
[540) 574-Cl.EAN
1630 Virginia Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA 22802
(On hwy. 4? nMr Harmony Sq Food Uon)

Vn>jM>slalr

Great Selection of Furniture

Wednesdays 6> Thursdays in
September and October '05

Free Pickup/Delivery
•Dry Cleaning
•Laundry Wash 6> Fold 75Mb.

Open M-F: 9-7 Sat: 9-6
U Waterman Drive, Harrisonburg

Present your College ID and re<eive 10% off non sale
items through the month of Odober

■Dining Room
■Curb Service

dition to include a football game and meal
opportunities for parents, but it still was
simply a daylong event.
In 1987, Glenda Rooney, associate vice
president for university relatioas, worked
hard with many different committees to
implement a weekend full of events for
families to attend and enjoy. When Rooney
took charge, the official term. "Parents
Weekend," came into use.
Since then, this university-wide event
has expanded to include a plethora of dining opportunities and other activities that
showcase the many talents of individuals
in the JMU community.
In November 2003, Rooney officially
retired from her position, but the beloved
tradition that began under Rooney's direchon as "Parents Weekend" lives on. As far
as the name alteration goes, Rooney says
she thinks the change is appropriate.
"I think the question has always been
from parents,' what is the opportunity for other family members to be involved?"' Rooney
said. "The name 'parenf connotes the fact
that you're inviting the mother and father,
so changing the name to 'Family Weekend'
shows it really is an opportunity for the extended family — aunts, uncles, brothers, sisters, grandparents and others to attend."
Rooney said the JMU experience should
be enjoyed by all who come to visit
The university is not just for the student," Rooney said. 'The university is a
true expenence for the entire family."

Electronics, Movies
& Games
BOB)

Toshiba

Pioneer
Samsung

Great Selection
of Food!
Ijinchmeau Brrad Milk
Snacks
Cereals Sodas
Frozen rood

What a college student needs on a college student budget!
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Top 10...
Fun places away from JMU
■Y UAKl 11 RotEJtCE
COrVTH/IUTWG WJt/TTR

The beautiful Sh.-n.iTuln.ih Valley is a veritable treasure trove of places to shop, explore and learn about
Virginia's rich riistory — you only need to know where
to look.
i
The Virginia Quilt Museum
1 • 301 S. Main St, Harrisonburg
This museum seeks to preserve and interpret quilts
and study their role in the American way of life. Open
Monday and Thursday through Saturday from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m., and Sunday from 1 to 4 p.m.
2

You Made It!
. 163 S. Main St., Harrison burg
You Made It! is a locally owned and operated ceramic
studio where visitors can paint their own piece. Open
Monday through Saturday from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. and
Sunday from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
3
Dayton Farmers' Market
. 3105 John Wayland Highway, Dayton
The Dayton Farmers' Market includes a restaurant,
a coffee shop and several craft stores. Warfels Sweet
Shoppe sells homemade candies. Open Thursday
through Saturday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
4

Green Valley Book Fair
. 2192 Green Valley Lane, Mt. Crawford
This discount book outlet features over 500,000 new
books, most of which can be purchased at 60 to 90 percent off original retail prices. The next fair starts Oct 8
and is open every day from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
5
P. Buckley MOM Museum
• 150 P. Buckley Moss Drive, Waynesboro
This museum is an art gallery dedicated to the work of
renowned valley artist Patricia Buckley Moss, featuring
three floors of the artist's works and a gift shop.
6 The Shoppes at Mauxy
. 10559 North Valley Pike, Mauxy
rhe Shoppes at Mauzy boasts an old inn from the 1800s
as well as a jailhouse, an icehouse, a general store and a
schoolhouse. The shops offer antiques and contemporary
craft items.
7

Yesteryear
. 142 N. Main St., Broadway
Yesteryear features locally made pottery, Bulganan and
Polish pottery at reasonable prices. A wide variety of
beautiful goods are available to brighten any room.
8Woodrow Wilson Birthplace
. 18-24 N. Coalter St., Staunton
This Shenandoah Valley experience offers a presidential
library and a museum. Guided tours occur every 45 minutes and include historical accounts about Wilson's family.
9
Frontier Culture Museum
• 1290 Richmond Road, Staunton
Step back in time and explore the day-to-day life of
early settlers of the Shenandoah Valley. During the
weekend of Oct. 8, Oktoberfest will be in full swing.
The museum is open daily from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
• r\
ftl.nktn.ir. Playhouse
IU . 10 S. Main SL, Staunton
Constructed to resemble the Globe Theatre in F.ngland,
the playhouse features the cast of the Shenandoah
Shakespeare Express. The performances scheduled for
Oct. 8 include 'The Three Musketeers" at 2 p.m. and
"All's Well that Knds Well'' at 7:30 p.m.
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'Burg's
eateries
delight
with unique
delicacies
■v KATHRYN CASTTOUNI
CONTR/M/TMC WK/TEJt
JMU's Family Weekend is notorious
for causing long waits at restaurants
However, there is relief in the form of
Harnsonburg's hidden eateries. These
restaurants are secret spots that locals
frequent and JMU students have yet to
discover, or have kept secret.
"If people want a taste of the
Valley, they might try the Bluestone
Inn," said Dave Wendelken, media
arts and design associate professor.
"It's a very non-chain sort of place."
rhe Bluestone Inn
The Bluestone Inn is on Route 11,
just outside downtown Harnsonburg.
Katherine Thompson, assistant dean
in the graduate department, agrees
that the Bluestone Inn is a great family place with a unique environment.

There are deer heads on the
wall," Thompson said. "It's a very
interesting atmosphere. It has a lot of
local color."
The Little Grill
The Little Grill situated on North
Main Street in a small white-and-blue
building, stands in contrast to the surrounding area. A unique place to visit
the restaurant has gained the reputation as a healthy spot to eat.
"We have the niche in the community as vegetarian/vegan, but we
also have some meat upturns," said
Doug Woodhouse, The Uttle Grill
public relations coordinator and coowner. "There is nowhere else in
Harrisonburg like it."
On Mondays, The Uttle Grill is
closed to customers, but opens its
doors at noon for a free soup kitchen.
The Little Grill rocks," sophomore psychology major Amy Khan
said. "It's my new favorite place. It's
filled with its hippie goodness and a
uniqueness that can only be found in
the Burg — healthy options, too."
The best time to avoid daily
crowds is during the afternoon. Don't
forget to bring cash or a check, as
credit cards are not accepted.
The Bar B-Q Ranch
At the Bar B-Q Ranch, located just
a short 10-minute drive down North
Main Street, the words on the top of the
menu say it all: "Pigs are beautiful."
Specializing in barbecue sandwiches, steaks and chicken, the prices
are reasonable and the atmosphere is
twie-of-a-kind. Covering the walls of

K M>W> N CASTF.RlJNE/riirtfri/win* phtHotiraphtr
The Bar B-Q Ranch, located Just outside of downtown Harrisonburg, la
a great place for down-home, freeh cooking.
the wood-clad interior are hundreds,
maybe thousands, of little pig statuettes, posters and piggy banks decorating this unique restaurant. Whiteand-red-checkered tablecloths line the
tables, surrounded by more pigs.
"1 just like pigs," restaurant owner
Faye Bland said of her collection.
"People bring them to me."
"It's quick, depending on what is
ordered," Bland said. "Chicken will
take 30 minutes or so. We cook our
chicken fresh, not frozen."
Senior Kristy Rogers kives the place.
"|It's| a very locally oriented environment" Rogers said. "Its small, but
with the best pork barbecue of all
rime. I just ate there for lunch today."
The Thomas House
For another local option, the Thomas
House is less than 10 minutes from
campus. It's open for lunch and dinner but is closed Sundays. I his ■nail
but comfortable family-run restaurant
offers a variety of Southern cooking.
"We have plain old home-cooking," employee )ackie Pcnnybacker
said. "It's very casual here. Everyone
asks for chicken casserole, and our
oysters are wonderful."
While the Thomas House is mainly visited by locals, several customers get referrals to it from the local
farmers' market. Hidden in Dayton,
away from the traffic and lines of
Harrisonburg, the atmosphere and
friendly people offer a relaxing meal.

'This is a very enjoyable place,"
Pennybacker said "We know almost
everybody's name that comes in and
they know us."
Edelweiss German Restaurant
Edelweiss German Restaurant,
located in Staunton about 25 minutes
south of Harrisonburg, is another hidden Valley secret. The restaurant is
run by Chef Ingrid, who was bom in
Germany and came to the United States
in 1964. Chef Ingrid cooks her mother's
German recipes such as sauerkraut
German dumplings, wiener schnitzel
and Ingnd's Ckrman-style cheesecake.
On Fridays and Saturdays customers are entertained by live German music
and singing. The atmosphere is unique
and welcoming with beautiful tablecloths and decorations that make one
feel nestled in the Black Forest region of
Germany, where Chef Ingrid is from.
Other Eateries
Heavenly Ham offers a selection of
sandwiches that can be pre-ordered by
phone or online. Other quick places to
eat include Cinnamon Bear Bakery and
Deli and Dave's Taverna Express. With
any carry-out meal, students and family can visit the Arboretum or Purcell
Park and eat at picnic arvas or lay out
a blanket and enjoy the outdoors.
Good food and good times are what
most people want out of a nice family
meat. After all, no one asks to wait in a
crowded restaurant for three hours.
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Discover Downtown
BY KELLEY FREUNO
COrVTTUIUTWC WRITEff

Th« Rocklngham Motor Company building was
converted to Court Square Theater In 1998.

all photo, by SHARON SCH\¥¥conmbul,nf( phtHographer

Kline's Dairy Bar cashier Sabtna Wllklns scoops up
chocolate Ice cream made fresh dally.

Mostpeople on campus aren't familiar with the Court
Square Tneater — but they should be. Theater manager
Lisa Wright said there should be no excuses for not coming down.
There is something for everyone at Court Square Theater
"IJMU students) have so many neat things that come
onto campus that it's hard to get |you| off campus." Wright
said.
To gain a JMU audience, the theater plans to hire JMU
music dance and theater acts. Wright hopes students will
come and support their friends performing in the venue.
The theater also plans to snow films aimed at college students, like teen classics such as "Dazed and
Confused," which it showed during Harrisonburg's
downtown block party last month.
The theater mostly relies on donations. It's supported
by the Arts Council of the Valley, a group that helps local
artists and arts organizations in the community
Currently, the theater's rent is paid for by tne council,
but this will change in five years when the agreement
between the two ends. Donations will continue to be
important to Court Square Theater.
"Arts can't thrive without business patronage,"
Wright said.
The venues that display these arts also are important.
Wright says having a theater like Court Square in the
community creates a small-town feel.
"[It creates a| uniqueness to the area that people
aren't going to find anywhere else," Wright said. "Having
things like that here is important."

Friday, Oct. 7, Court Square Theater is hosting John
McEun, a founder of the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band in the
late '60s who was nominated for an Emmy Award for
his score on the National Geographic Society's "Braving
Alaska" televison special. McEun, known as "Amenca's
Instrumental Poet," plays instruments such as the acoustic
guitar, banjo, fiddle and mandolin. Tickets for Friday's
performance are $20 for adults and $18 for students. Door
sales $2 extra.
A feature of the downtown area is the many shops
that sell things you won't find in large chain stores. Like
Court Square Theater, these shops create a unique smalltown atmosphere.
A Touch of Earth, located on East Market Street sells
handmade jewelry, tapestries and hemp products. Wish
You Were Here on Newman Avenue also sells handmade
items, plus vintage jewelry and clothing, and bath and
body products.
Head for the Tutwiler Virginia Country Store on South
Main Street if you're an out-of-stater looking for products
specially made in Virginia. Here you can find soup, sauces,
dressings, honey, tea, wine, beer and Virginia peanuts, all
made either somewhere across the state of Virginia or
locally in Rockingham County.
The Harrisonburg Farmer's Market is perfect for
experiencing the produce grown in the Snenandoah
Valley. The market is located on the lower level of the
Water Street parking deck and is open on Tuesday and
Saturday mornings April to November.
Kline's Dairy Bar is nearby on East Wolfe Street. The
ice cream store has been serving Harrisonburg since 1943.
The store always carries vanilla and chocolate, plus a flavor of the week.

the

A rocktown yarns

*
J• studio
professional hair designs
www.thestudiohairsalon.com

Welcome Parents!
Knitting, Crocheting ot Spinning Supplies
I ins In 11 -6. Sat. 11-4
Heidi I jnl/ Tnsscl. iiwncr

540/437-IMI1

tues/thurs 9am-7pm
weds/fri 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-2pm

115 West TOHB Sam

Difwntown ltarn\onl>uii;

Directions: From IMC. lake Hi II North towards downtown, turn left
on water Street. Rocktown Yarns is on the right beside the parking lot!

and you just thought we did hair...
skin care
facials, body polish and hand treatment
nail care

I

iK

ILL,,,., Mil
I 'l< -Mlll|S

TUTWILER
VIRGINIA
COUNTRY
STORE

rlarinam1*.

I.,
Jelly
I reserves

Soup Mil

Put.

\|nip

3aurc

* j>f|Vi- & I fa

Also featuring products from companies like:
Byrd Mill
Shawnee Springs
Graves' Mountain
Route 11
Pasta Valente
Blue Crab Bay
Woodpecker Farms Purely American
Chile Man
Olde Shenandooh
Golden Angels
and others.
Open Monday - Saturday 9am - 5pm
Tom Tutwiler, Owner
540.434.4334

124 S. Main St.

— manicure & pedicure
waxing
— brow, legs, bikini and more
NEW! Massages
— a variety nan offered
full service hair care
— curs, coloring, foil highlights and more
• also products by AVEDA, REDKEN & Derma log ica

540 434 8188
380 E. Market St. Harrisonburg, VA 22802
Bring this ad and recieve 10% on first visitl
1-
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The Dukes go marching in
■v

AMIR POONSAKVARASAN
CON7WK/TTNC WMTtX

It's an hour before kickoff. IMI
football fans rally frum all directions
to line up at the gates, creating a sea
of purple with traces of gold. A few
minutes pass as the evening sun
beats down on the Valley.
Meanwhile, all 366 members
of the Marching Royal Dukes are
secluded from the commotion in the
lakeside courtyard. The sounds of
clarinets, tubas and drums resonate
as the group warms up in their
sectionals. They are focused, alert and

ready to perform for JMC's home
opener football game against Ixxk
Haven University.
JMU's Marching Royal Dukes
are ranked as one of the top marching bands in the country, according
to Scott Rikkers, assistant director of
bands. The band originated in 1972
with establishment of the football
program. Since, they have gained
icon status within the university.
In 1994, the John Phillip Sousa
Foundation chose the Marching
Royal Dukes as the recipient of the
Sudler Trophy, a prestigious award
to receive among university march-

ing bands. Their performances also
have included the 2001 Macy's Day
Parade and halftime during the 1983
NFC Championship game.
With the exception of the
drill, written by Director of
Bands Pat Rooney, the student
participants make the important
decisions of running the band.
Rikkers said the students also
provide support rehearsal and
involvement in the two service
music fraternities.
hill

see BAND, page 10

INVEST
In YourJMZ) Living <Ejq>erience
Would you like lo graduate with money
in your pocket? Purchasing a property
lor you and your friends to live may
be easier than you think and provides
many advantages over renting.

Sell your property when you graduate
and enpy the appreciation to help you
get started with life alter college You
or your parents could receive rental
income while you and your Inends live
there.

Advantages of Buying
•
•
•
•

Receive rental income while Irving ihere to help pay MM and mortgage '
Enjoy the appreciation of your property wttf* at JMU •
Sell your property when you graduate and receive cash to start your new We
Bocomc a property owner at a young age and build your credit portfolio

LIVE RENT FREE
Contact me for your free Buy vs Rani comparison and
aaa how you can live rant free by owning a home near
James Madison University

N.Y.
Sryle
Day Spa and Salon
Free Haircut

Spa Treatments
Hassage
Nails
Facial%

Hair Services
Waxing

Food Lion Shopping Center
Port Republic Rd.
Harrisonburg, Va
(540) S74-0808

wmm

pRfflraiffHrvf!

a worker owned restaurant

serving a wide variety of vegetarian, vegan, and meat options
621 North Main Street
540.434.3594
www.Httlegrillcollectlve.com

There are hundreds of
great reasons to visit
historic & beautiful
downtown Staunton...

Mon, Wrd. Fri K) am-6 pm
Sat 10 am

421-35S6 • K»mp»r©CBFunkhous«r.com

RESTAURANTS
V CANT1NA

With Color or Highlight

its You!

KEMPER FUNKHOUSER

PHOTO

The Marching Royal Dukes have bean entertaining fans since

lues sal: Vim 9pm
Sunday brunch: 9am 2pm
mon: closed for the
Free Food For All Soup Kitchen

most of them hang out
at Baja Bean.
♦ Great food & prices!
♦ Live music on Sunday!
♦ Charming people!
♦ NEVER a frat party!

9 W. Beverly Street
540.885.9988

Present this ad for

15 o,o
r

OFF

at the LITTLE STORE
our new grocery!
434 N Mason Street
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The View from Above
PHOTOS IY PHOTO EDITOR
JANDI CLARK

- Lacev Rainwater
JMI

•

<

... and below as well as
everywhere else in between.
Discover the Valley's
outdoor adventures

■Y ALUSON MCDONOUGH
CONTRIBUTING WHITER

"I've always wanted to
visit the surrounding
natural sites in the area
...It would be great to
do something like that
with my parents."

•

Lei's begin with what
"National
Geographic"
couldn't resist: Just a30-minutc
car ride away, the Shenandoah
Caverns are among the most
beautiful in the world. Tours go
Irom 9 a.m. to 5:15 p.m. daily,
with adult ticket* costing $18
and child tickets costing $8.
Call (540) 477-3115 for more
information.

Don't want to travel that far?
The Endless Caverns are just a
few miles north on Interstate 81
and are equally breathtaking.
Since their discovery in 1879, a
Search continues (or the end of
the underground passageways.
Tours run from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
daily. Adult admission is $14,
child admission is $6. Call
(540)896-2283.

If you're more of a land person
and enjoy history, Civil War sites and
adventurous trails offer outdoor adventun'
to land lubbers. To get more information,
contact the Shenandoah Valley Battlefii'MFoundation at (540) 740-4509.
In addition, the nearby town of New
Market is home to the 300 hundnn!
New Market Battlefield State Historic.il
Park, 19th Century Bushong Farm mi
Hall of Valor Civil War Museum. The park
offers scenic Shenandoah River > k
picnic spots and walking trails. It is open
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily. Call (8661-51 *1864 for more information.
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Breathe in the fresh mountain air as you pat yourself on the back for
choosing the right place to attend college or send your child to
receive higher education.
The Shenandoah Valley is rich in culture, history and natural wonders
— unfortunately, many get caught up in the workload of everyday life
and don't get a chance to appreciate the surrounding area. What better
time to get out there and soak it all up than during Family Weekend.
PICTURED: View the Valley from a unique perspective while sailing along
in a hot-air balloon. Located less than an hour away in Woodstock, Valley
Ballooning offers flights daily. For more information, call (540) 975-0192.

River
Adventures
Are you more of a "water
person?" Massanutten River
Adventures offers canoeing,
kayaking and river tubing
down the Shenandoah River.
If that isn't tempting enough.
Massanutten River Adventures
also offers tours to Washington.
D.C., Civil Warmemorialsand to
local vineyards. For reservations
and more information, call (540)
289-4066.

"I know (my parents)
would be enthralled to
hike through the memories
of the past and see
reenactments of the battles
that preserved our Union."
- Elizabeth Bowen
IMl' senior
Daily flights at Valley Ballooning In Woodstock allow people to see the
Shenandoah Valley from a birds-eye view.
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Joshua Wilton House
A ffordable Excellence
Dining • Lodging • Catering • Events
Owned & Operated by JMU Alumni
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500,000

NEW
Thirty Thousand Titles
More than 50 different categories

All 60% to 90% off retail

October 8 thru 23
Opm Only During Scheduled Data from

Executive Chef Mark Newsome recently put "a creative spin
on Southern cuisine" in the episode
Virginia's Most Beautiful Inns
on the Food Network' series FoodNalion with Bobby Flay.
mdttft
VkaUtl
Harylmd
{vhtvm
irtdSI9 9S)

s

Special Interest
Mkky
G«YM
ItanVow
rndSUWI

Ot/'oM
SmmlUhau
Nature Guides

Shtfc • Mushroom
Aquonun) lisrm •

Mrfsiimi oHJ
0kr>>4.50
ffeoW J7ffe$

uV-fkhWgH^I
forest ■

Oerf'14.00

Hurt"*

Hones &Ponm*

Okkt

Plontsl Flow*
Dogs 8 troll

House-Made Breads, Pasta, and Pastries

■=■■

IIP

(Mf'iM

ktommok • Cots •
Pet Buds - Iran •

Featuring:
Locally Grown Produce • Naturally Raised Meats

History

R-UDaU
Trmury
OunWriMIW)

tmludrng gvudcs lo

!«•*«.!

QIRKTIflNS

.1

'•*

\

r-hwH

SMnMnvMry ■
by then lobgira IWI
IsWvw rMd SIM5|

6Wy'5.00

Di<

* Jane

OidyH.lS

Iwoted 15 minutn south of JMU lake
181 lo Mil 740: lurn test on Id 68?
1 watch for the signs

Doily

9AM-7»M

i/otnonutfrn ti

Flanimals

Children's Books

fenmfMM»nV*i

Appetizers from $7 • Entrees from $16

9AM-7«

Opsn Cokmbm Day, Monday, October 10m from

m.MtahM;
•*• •»», In best itbanl
•Kit our wtbule In o wHt Inling of Mte

Xmrc

www.gMwolcfair.can/iniu

Award-Winning Wine List
Tut ■ Thu 5pm to 9pm • Fri - Sat 5pm to 10pm
Reservations Suggested • Available for Weddings and Special Events
Patio Dining — Weather Permitting

Joshua Wilton House Inn & Restaurant
412 South Main Street, Harrisonlwrv
140 134-4464 • 888 294 it
ttiptcjosliiunpil ton.com

Green Valley

800«385«0099

BOOKFAIR
"-. Ml. Crawford, VA 2284 1

Crrrn Vatlrj

WIN a '250 BOOKFAIR Shopping Spree
go lo www.gvbooklm.com/jme for official entry lorm & rules
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Campus: New and Improved
Students reap benefits of campus additions and upgrades
■Y KATE THROO
COmRIBUTING WRrrtR

As thousands of JMU students
stepped onto campus for the first
day of classes, there were many
looks of satisfaction and curiosity. The face of the campus had
changed and Dukes — both new
and old — were smiling.
Of the many improvements,
some of the most notable changes
were the additions of the Robert
and Frances Plecker Athletic
Performance Center and the physics and chemistry building on East
Campus. Harrison Hall and PC
Dukes also were renovated.
"I love the new Duke Dog statue," senior Amelia Ballinger said.
"I'm going to nib his nose before
every football game for good luck."
The statue stands in front of
the 48,000 square-foot Athletic
Performance Center, which is
now considered one of the state's
finest athletic training facilities.
The construction of the center
cost approximately $9.8 million,
$7 million of which came from
private donations In addition to
its top-quality strength-training
facility, the building also holds the

football offices and locker room, a
sports medicine office, and an
academic center for varsity athletes, which includes a computer
lab and tutonng space.
'The new athletic center is
truly an amazing asset to our
athletics program nere, as well as
the many majors that have to deal
with athletics,'' senior kinesiology
major John Fleming said.
Two new academic buildings
opened at the start of the semester.
The physics and chemistry building
opened on the east side of campus.
The building contains brand new
labs, which had become overcrowded when they were housed in Miller
Hall until this year.
Harrison Hall, which had been
closed for more than a year, has
been reopened after an extensive
internal renovation. This building, originally erected in 1915, is
now virtually brand new. Some
improvements include multiple
Macintosh computer labs containing specific software for the many
SMAD, SCOM and other students
that will utilize these facilities. A
full recording studio and portable
iBooks are beneficial additions for
SMAD students.

© D D

Before the Harrison renovations, the SMAD and SCOM departments were located in the modular building. Students then had to
travel across campus to use the TV
studio at VWPT.
"Now we have access to facilities that are near our classes and the
new location on the Quad makes
me feel more connected to the action
and life of the university," senior
SMAD major Tyler Dickinson said.
Finally, JMU Dining Services
has added further reasons why
JMU has one of the top-ranked
dining programs in the nation. PC
Dukes' layout has been redesigned,
and seafood is now available.
Senior Michelle Awtrey said
she will now eat at PC Dukes
much more frequently.
"I love that we're so spoiled
with our dining options at JMU,"
Awtrey said. 1 can't believe that
I can get delicious fried jumbo
shrimp and crab cakes from a college dining hall."
The Top Dog Cafe, located in
the Phillips Center, is now open.
This new dining facility includes
Starbucks Coffee, Madison Bread
Company, Mongolian Grill and
GrilleWorks.

\R()N S( HIM . >nl'ibuling photographer
The rww Duke Dog statue guards the athletic center.

Campus Events
•Friday, Oct 7: The Beatles
tribute band Yesterday performs in Wilson Hall at 8 p.m.
•Saturday, Oct 8: Participate
in a canoe trip on the
Shenandoah River at 8 a.m.
•Saturday, Oct 8: Zeta Tau
Alpha sponsors a 5k race to
benefit the Susan G. Koman
Breast Cancer Foundation at
the Festival Center at 10 a.m.
•Saturday, Oct 8: The I Ml
football team plays the

The Breeze - JMU's student newspaper

► [ 1 C 11 + ! ^*http//www.thebreeze.org/

4
CD

Hotmail

University of Maine at 1:30
p.m. at Bndgeforth Stadium.
•Saturday, Oct 8: The Pops
Concert takes place at trie
Convocation Center at 8:30 p.m.
•Sunday, Oct. 9: Tour James
Madison's Montpeher home
at a discount. Hours are from
9:30 a.m. until 5 p.m.
•Sunday, Oct 9: The A capella
Thon takes place in Wilson
Hall at 2 p.m.

Ilatkboard

Apple

.Mac

Amazon

- Q.
eBay

Yahoo!

-JENESSA KILDALL

H

News» JMU Webmail Login

MADISON 1!NIVLKMI\'S SIUDLNI NLNSI'APLR
^

Top stories

Hey Parents & Alumni!
Are you interested in what's happening
at JMU when you're not here?
Keep informed with The Breeze online!
www.thebreeze.org
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BAND: Dukes march to promote JMU
BAND, from page 5
Rikkers stresses the role of the
marching band beyond the football stadium. The MRDs have performed in Richmond, Harrisonburg
and, most recently, the Bridgewater
community.
"The students run the band program here at IMU," Rikkers said.
They make things happen and they
really take ownership of the program."
The MRDs also host the annual
Parade of Champions at JMU. The
event brings 30 to 50 local high
school band programs each year

"The students run the band
here at JMU. They make
things happens and really take
ownership of the program."
- Scott Rikkers
assistant director of bands

The band plans, organizes and
runs the week-end event. By performing for the community, the band
highlights the MRD program and promotes the university.
But the band doesn't just perform
at halftime during Family Weekend.
The MRDs also will perform at the
Pops Concert Saturday, Oct. 8. The
Convocation Center concert will feature various departments in the school
of music, including the )MU Chorale,
Wind Symphony, Jazz Ensemble and
the Marching Royal Dukes. The performance will be in the Convocation
Center.

Pops Concert Set List
"Make His Praise Glorious"
Sandi Palli
"Greased Lightening"
From the Broadway show "Crease1'
"American Finale"
an. Robert W. Smilri
I Ijvm.il Gas" rendition
'68 tune from Mason Williams
"Carmen"
From the opera "Carmen" by Georges Bizet
Burl Bacharach melody
'60s-70s melody
JMU Fight Song

Your mom's home cooking
[is closer than you think]
Start off your semester with a little taste of home.

Otd Country Store

Located to the right, off I-81 exit 243
121 Pleasant Valley Road, Harrisonburg, VA 22801 (540) 574-3099

1^^ Get the Good Stuff
Go to Heavenly Ham!
Ham & Much More!
• Gourmet Deli
Sandwiches made on
fresh baked breads
• Fresh Salads
• Low-Carb Menu
• Ham- Spiral cut, Honey
Sugar Spice Glazed
• Catering for all occasions
• Party Platters
• Gift Baskets

Heavenly Ham
182NetTAve.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
434-5700 Tax 434-5011
www.heav«»lvli«in.fnni

I th« orthrt rjt her home, Th» Barn
October 7th - 9th, 2005
ISO n Buckley Mo.. Drrw.Woyrwsboro, VA 22*10 1-64, but 94
r mere Information: (000)343-8643 or cm Ih. w.b at www.pbueM^moMcm

15 % OFF all purchases
with Student ID

Located behind the Va llcy
Mill on the comer of Ncff A ve
& the Mall Perimeter Rd.
1

EiHrn Orl 3t. 1M4
7;
:

j

Regular Museum hours:
Monday - Saturday 10 am. . 6 p.m
and Sunday 12:30 - 5:30 p.m.

Pot signs doily from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Spec 10/ Sunday Museum hours
during Born Show ?0 a.m. - 6 pm
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Searching
For The
Perfect Place
To Live?
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We Offer The Largest Selection of Housing
Hunters Ridge Townhomes
Hunters Ridge Condos
Devon Lane Townhomes
Fox Hill Townhomes
Mountain View Heights
Madison Manor
Madison Square

COLDWELL
BANKER
COMMERCIAL

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS*

Madison Terrace
Madison Gardens
Duke Gardens
Gingerbread House
Country Club Court
College Station
Large Selection of Homes
Large Selection of Townhomes

a

Get Flying
Make Mom and Dad proud.
With daily flights to Washington
Dulles International and beyond.

Go home the smart way.
Call Today.
www.flyshd.com

540-234-8304

#*4ft#eW44tftf

Vo^eB^es4eW4fess*

aL

sTal.41.ct

f— if.
■
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434-5150
715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA

O^U)
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www.OffCampusHousing.com
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The
Exception booth
under the tent
on Godwin Field
October 8
9 a.m. till Game Time

Specials:
FREE Vera Bradley
credit card case
w/ $50 purchase
or
FREE Vera Bradley
cell phone cover
w/ $75 purchase

in w *>m SJC
MMUhlMlli

E & E Auto Sales

Independent BMW Sales Service, and Parts Center

We use the Autelogic diagnostic system, this tool is designed
to replicate the functionality of the tools used by the
manufacturer'! dealer*. This dealer-level diagnostic ability
enables us to provide comprehensive service right here
in our shop!
With over 65 years combined experience,
E&E's service team includes:
John M. Estop Owner - Service Tech
Stephen Kunu - BMW Service Manager
Hugh Daly - All imports and domestic Cars
John E. Stop, Jr. - Master Body and Paint Technician
We eve all IMW enthusiast! We have moved to oar now 5,000
square foot service shop located at 1117 N. liberty St.
To view BMWs and other cars for
sate please visit our Website at
www.eandeautosales.com or come
see us at 1006 N. Main St.,
Harrisonburg 540-432 113»
In business since 7985

autologic
MpmM
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Wilderness Voyagers
I OUTDOOR WEAR &

EQUIPMENT

1544 E. Market Street Harrisonburg, VA 540-4347234

montrail

Attitude Boat
TlfTIBUH?

CTC Approach Shoe

Varius Triclimate Jacket

Bring the whole family and check out our new fall and winter gear!
The
Mill
-2APARTMENTS
MENTS M
Hours:
Monday-Friday 9A-5P
Saturday 10A-2P
The Mill Apartments
11-A South Avenue

WELCOME JMU FAMILIES!
Make The Mill Part of Your Weekend

WHAT PEOPLE SAY ABOUT THE MILL:
"Out of all the apartment complexes. The Mill by far is the best.'
"We were very impressed with the service at The Mill."
'I wish I was there for another year, butl graduated..."
From the affordability to the incredibly reliable and friendly management. The Mill is the ideal location."

540-438-3322
www.themillapts.com
email: themillapts@yahoo.com

FREE PHONE/CABLE/ETHERNET"
Private Lin* in eech bedroom
'AciivaiiortfMaintenance Fee required

(S3

Ron Turner, Community Manager
Professionally Managed by
Weisz Properties, LLC

^Jou is DrvjiUd
To a Complimentary Brunch at

Pheasant Run!
October 8,2005
we will be having an open house
for students and their parents.

v

Stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circled
For more information call
540.801.0660

Q View a map to our location on GoLookOaCorn

